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A

INTRODUCTION

( c 0

I ' 0 8

This is the final repork,Of a mail: survey questionnairecompleted by

330 parents of developmentally disabled children ages 0-211who were re-

ceiving seri/ices in Lake County, Illinois. For the purposes of this study,
developmentallydisahledis defined as children handicapped by mental
retardation, cerebral palsy; epilepsy, autism, or multiple handicaps in-
volving.oneor more of the foregoing, and whose handicap required' more h,tNa

p percent time in a special education ptogram. questionnaires were mailed

out over a three -month period from mid-March to mid-June 1978. The report

focusses on issues cpncerning labeling and competency, normalization,
family integration, diagnosis and assessment, community resources, and

organizational involvement. The report provides breakdowns showing' how

these.iss4es Are affec ed by the age of the developmentally disabled child,/

the type of disability, family income, and lace. Age, disability, income,

and race were selected s explanatory variables because these are attributes

which are readily ident fiable by professionals and the, public. .

4 4

.4

Opt ihg the use bf community -bised services by developmentally dis-

abled pers is in keeping with the policy of maintaining developmentally
a

disahled persbts .n community-based "normalizing" environments. This project

was designed to provide information regarding the manner in which parents

successfully Or unsuccessfullyssecure the comMUnity'services needed by

their developmentally disabled chqdrei. .
,

. -

57

0.

-Histoiy of the Research Froblem,and Current Status ot Work'
\

1 As the mediator between the Individual and society,',the family is the

basic "social institution. It interprets society'srules of conduct for

its members: Yet the tern', family, subsumes a wide range of diversity in

,structure, function, values, and lifestyles. The services that thelfamily

provides for its members, other than the affedtional, have been trans-
_fertedto outside agencies with the advent of industrialization and .-

urbanization (Winch, 1971). Of particular importance, responsibility was '

transferred from home to'school for increasing portions of the 'child's

education. The family provides the child with a, place in society, with

an ascribed social position, to which a developmental set of expectations

are attached. The educational system generalizes these expectations by

.-, age-grade levels to establish a standardized set of achievement.norms
which all children are expected to. attain in order for their socialization

and development to proceed as prbjected. Thedevelopmentally disabled
...child cannot attain all of the complex cognitive, physical,:social, and
emotional developmental achievement norms prescribed/by the'generalized .

educational system. For the development ly disabled child: generalized

.1!

no 'must be replaced with bnes-which a more particularistic and indi-

.viddilistic. :The extent of the child's isability, available alternatives, '

' 'and the parents,Lemphisis on.the importance'of the 4enerali;ed achievement

norms will determine the nature of the particularistic and individualistic

. resolution. sought.
.

° ,t-

,
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The'developmentalmodel of our educational itnititutions aka behavio/1

.

.% . .

cam be modified and that ,all indOiduala are .capable of growth,1!:elopMentg

.and learning Special institutions forfle developmentally disabled; and

.others who-deviated from the Normal,' -were founded for the purpose AI )
A

congregating them'in one area so.,they could receive specialized attention. .

. . 'AA oltensbarger (1975: 24) states, from reading primar sources around the .
.

.,

18 4 when many institutions were founded, "the goal was a combination of -,-

.

.-- -id ening the intellectual impairments creasing adaptive and compen-

. sato skills of phpils so that,thefyould able 'to function 'et least
__ -alnimally in eohiety.''fnfortunately soe zatinn was defined in a limited
qs.

4,-ice' ..ZOgnitiVe. fashion and the location,Of insitutions was dete , .ed more 0,

' economic and political than-by faiillal needs. The develd II ,I ntally-disab0,0

,%.
.

were agnegatat into.lerge omnibus (rather than specialized) institutions,.

..-..
often in rural .areas, thereby effectivelysegregating themsfrort their
familieW and the community. Developmental goals became replaced by custodial .

ones. -It was not until the 1950's, withhe advent of prosperity following .

a depression ehd two world wars,, that significant public concern again P

.4,. began to be expressed with equal protection under the law, including betterc .. ,

opportunities for the developmentally disabled. .

,

.

,
;

peinititutionalization.

'

the concept of NOrmalitation"sits coined in

- ,the 19b0's,,tosylebolize a new concept of-humanimatagement and acceptance,

as "gbilizatibn of means Oath are as Culturally normative as poseiblet
7"- In order to establish and /or. maintain personal bebatiors and

, , - .
chargcteristice; which'aiiraw-caturallY normative as possible" (Wolfensberger,..,

1972: 28). Ohe bechanism for' ac lie' is that of dkAn-

.-' stitutionalization, the 'removaljpartial or complete) from an institutional '. .
.

facility (prison'. school for, misdemeanants, - mental patient's hostitals,
.

etc.)' of an inali;idiggl wbo-Jias been- interned for a substantial .

(e.g., 1 veal' or more) amount of time, usually against his/her Will.'

NormilizatiOn,relate( o t he belief'ihat art individual should be allowed , .

to live his/heraily existence in a style that is similar to thoSe in the'

surrounding. ulture as is sex and agt appropriatt In the developmemyl

disabilities field this 'principal s widely subscribe, to even far the

most profoundly developmentally d alibied person. It le felt that evia if ,

the developmentally disabled per has a limited self-awareness of firs/

- ber existence in space and time, the normal population whith comes into

contact' with the developmentally isabled person will-he more lily to
'treat thelndividual as a human being if helsto at least lbok sler
to th es (Mercer, 1973). Most developmentally disibled,persons are

sensitive todPeople in their,envirdmment and the response of thine who

interact with them itan important,learning stimulus. If person in

their environment react to them aS distortedimv.as.con7normal, then this

becomes a negative interaction which puts both the developmentally'disabied

personJiand the normal person in an uncomfortable position. - .
,

,

iieinstitutionalikation is a process which can be employed as part of

a movement toward normalization of a given institutionalited.population

of people perceited as deviant. - The fee riA";,..th rcheett,people are
,

hgApsedfin such a style that is normalfo n surrounding ,.

,
citizens are more likely to relate to th 0.1tiorma ! tieAliving in

the "community" in itself stimulates-the individual to-learn to.fte,
_

thus encouraging the normalization proceSa'by making certain learning `)
.:. ,.. .

....

13' 14-



ANAemands'onthe individual. Ther' re, it could be said that deiristitntionaIi-

zation ip q tool of normalization.

Y Nei ther . concepkt is -Static. It its parviof a normalization process to
Move an older'individuai from a diet.of babyood to one of soft foods

which atill require the use of cutlery to be the food into bite size

pieces even though this is still not a-normal diet because it does not

include tueh,difficult-toceat foods as ,chicken or steak. It is part of

the deinstifutionalization process to moue a patient from a psychiatric
hose paItO a sheltered care facility in an urban area even though that

may not be the residential form which is culturally appropriate for the

area. Both of these situations are fOrmatively evaluated'ss positive

moves. Tht person is beihg helped toward a goalthat involves greater
participation Is the-larier'"normal" social structure. At least some stigma

of the disability has been rewired, or covered up. The individual has been

moved into a more challenging, demanding situation which is likely to stimu-

late further positive responses. It is accepted by most hupsn service '

professionals that there is a limit to4his process-for'many clients which '..

is short of full,. stigma -free participation in the cultuie.

DeiAstitutiOnalikation of individuals whb have been in a residential

. facility for.a significant period of time is a measure which will redress

past injustices by replacfng or a nting custodial goals with ones whicil

are developmental in nature. Th esta.lishment of a.responsive residential

enVitonment. is crucial to opt e .:lization. The crisis which any

'geographically mobile person e erie es is accentuated for the.older
developmentally disabled person who has beep socialized into a more structually

different institutional environment (Cherington and Dybwad, 1974). Con-

siderible:helP may be required to teach life skills necessary for survival

in the community (Hawkins and Folsum, 1975). .

.

'3.

.

.
A more direct approach is one which is geare d toward the prevention

of admissions to full-time custodial residential institutions in the first

place. This appro.aOh ls'analagous to the maintenance of health' rather

.
than'the treatment cktieS0 and disease. It requires the integration

111/P4 'of supposetystems
propriste pace. for the developmentally disabled

child just as the '., hool systemls appropriately paced for the age-
.

graded develeraept . t e normal child toward economic and social self-.

'sufficiency. Thp im0Iies the necessity for community-based institutions

as' which interfaie with the family and maintain.develoimentally disabled

' ' individuals in a normalize family and community environment throughout

di
theilfentips life cycle. n the absence of a comprehensive social system

designed.to maintain,the velopmentally disabled as full participants

in the community throughout Eheir livas, an obvious place to begin to

develop such models is with the actual experiences of families of develop-

mentally disabled. persons themselves:
,

Family Integration. Structural* the family is a unit which performs .

the functions of nurturance and control to enable the child to survive and

avoid the haiarda orthe environment. Performance of the nurtillance and

control' functions is facilitated or impeded by both the activity level

of the child and the availability of assistance with the child's cafe. As

4

1
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AN.

4.

these maintenance unctions are fiulfilled more easily then the emphasis on

emotional bonds becomes more important. -Healthy families provide emotional

gratification and self - esteem based upon recognition of and affection foi,
the aniqui individual strengths of each member, rather than the impersonal
competitive criteria of the marketplace. The family is an interaction

process in which individuals lettn'and practice roles appropriate for

life cycle development. The degree to which families optimize emotional
gratificationj4d-seif-estees depends upon the relative ease with which

maintenance-unctians can be fulfilled. As maintenance functions are ful-

filled, family members areenabled to participate in the usual activities.
of-their relevant social networks. Family integration.can be, defined as

"bonds of coherence and unity running through family life, of which common
interests, affection, and a sense of economic interdependence are perhaps

,the most prominent" (Burr; 1973:'208). gamily integration, the adequacy

of feldlly organization, is a critical factor related to the ability of
families to recoveufrom crisis and t ref ore to their ability to provide

a developmentallroasebled child with normalized environment.

Family integration can be Operati nalized in terms of intra family

'relationships such 211 marital satisfaction and degree of affection, family'ks

patterns such as size 'and kinship relations, and external factors such as

socioeconomic status and neighborhood composition (Bossard and Boll, 1966).

446For exaiple, Farber (1959, 1970) has demonstrUted a relationship between
family integration and the instktutionalization'of a retarded child.

Additional relationships are delineated in the propositional inventory
compiled bytopoode, Hopkins, and McCluie (1971).

, 4

Community Resources. Even the birth of a normal child den be

experienced as a crisis to the extent that it involves readjustments of

other vole commitments (Rossi, 1974). Parents have, developmental needs

just as children do (McBride, 1973). The ease of the role transitions

of the parents of a developmentally disabled child, just as for those'of

the parents of normal children, will be facilitated by anticipatory
socialisation. Anticipatory socialization can be defihed as contact

which allows identification with persons functiqping in the role. It ,

can be provided by interpersonal contacts and by studying written accounts.

But where areats of normal children can rely for some experience

upon wtdel vailable handbooks such as'Dr. Spock or upon primary emotionally
intimate contact with friends and kin, the parents of developmentally
disabled children are not so fortunate. A parent orgaaization can provide-4
an informative and intimate support group if one-can be located (Auerbach,

1968: 180-208), More often the requisite nformation is provided by secondary

Unequal-status contact with professionals specialists, often un-

coordinated, uninfoyied about the completIP ange of resources available,
and unable to supgament diagnoses with spe ific advice about parenting a
developmentally disabled child (Gbrham et ., 1975). The most bitter

expression of feeling from parents often oncerns their being advised,ho
institutionalize their developmentally disabled children rather than
assisting them to develop an adequate home adjustment (Zwerling, 1969;

Washowitz, 1970). This lack of help can be codtrasted with the positive
assistance which parents get in coping with medical diseases.euch as diabetes

or leukemia (Kugel,,1976). .In addiAlon to the ease or difficulty of

%15
4
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. .

love, and hope, -Identifying°tommunitrkea
ascertaining knowledge about available ris

may be as 3portanta0he provision of se
standini-the dynai0,44 bf gamily and comm
the formation of Olightened social policy
(Caldwell, and kiccenti,"1973),

a

°

);1

obtaining information atirtsgst , c

factor. They pay mediate, augme or de

ranging from revulsion, condemnat and

Rationale

5:

ity attitudes are'an important
phasize the impact of the lab4--
iroidance to tolerance,.altruitim,
tioni is as important as
urces. Public information
ices (Lippman, 1976). Under__
ty proceises is essential to
for the developmentally disabled

. The rationale behind the Approa- ch to he problem is derived from three

sources. The first source is the demands of theresearch question itself.
In order to understanethe choices parents make in securing services for
their-aevelopmentally,disabled_child it is ,necessary to construct 'a
qdantftative profile. dribtheif needs and/resources as perceived by them-

: selves. Current planning efforts fyr.developmentally disabled services

have addressedsproffasional servici providers' perception of need. However,

the providers are not the group of people who.make the original choice

regarding the services' needed by individual children and their families.

It is the 'parents whp act'on the subjective-And objective informauibn

available to them. in order to secure cafe for their child..-A great deal
ot decision making has ready ocurred before the service provider is

introduCed to the sitdi on. It is felt that a better understanding of

-Lthe'parent's decision ing that is derived.from a significant number of--

parents will be Of .value n an effort to serve those parents' needs,.

.'
. .

The second sourceirof rationale for this'study related to the study

e site... Lake County', Illinois hai.a wide range of services fof develop-,

. mentally disabled per sops that inclydes both-residential and community

based progtams. Although the county has a diverse population and a wide -

range of services, the service delivery system is not as complex as would

be found in a lariurban area such asChicago. This expedited,efforts

to select an appropgat,e,sample of parents and gnderstand,the available

network of services ln use. '''

A third sdurce-ZINrationalefor the approach to the problem related

to the tiiing of evfnts;in the proposed' sample area. Various local

efforts, to plan services for developmentally disabled persons are mandated

by the Developmentak Disa litter Services and Facilities Construction.

Act (F.L. 91-517Y: ,* mos areas of Illinois this planning effort begins

at the sub - region Aevel. ever, within sub-regions 7/D.D. (Lake, Kane,

McHenry, and part of_Auror Counties) the planning efforts had been

brought down to the trounty evel. The most active county within. this

sub-region was Lake County. Many of the consumers and service providers
in Lake County had.become interested in developing a data base regarding
the needs/wants of `service consumers in their area. Because of this they

encouraged the conduct of research. We received complete cooperation (

,from ,all relevant inierests in Lake County.

.
The Context.Of the project is within the deinstitut,ionalizatian movement

-7 , 16
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to provide normalizing 'environments for developmentally disabled children.

It isspecifically.conFe*ned withitheprevention Of*admiasions to residential
--;_iiititutions which require separationof these children from their families

k. and communities., Although we recognizeother significant variables, such as
thi courts and legislation,;we believe the maptIvariable is parental attitudes

and behavior. Parental backlash can be answered-only by demonstrating alternative

ways to implement the goals of security and support over the entire life cycle

of developmentallY disabled individuals. To the extent that parents are meeting

these goals without resorting to institutionalization, their strategies can

be generalized,for others.

If new admissions are to be deflected, it.is-necessary to deal'directiy

with parents; To provide optimal counseling and support, we must haveknowledge
o£ litany needs and how they/can be met by.existirig resources or by creating
ne4 resources given existing budgets and models of care.

I

I
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. '' . : RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
..

4

'11

oiderio ce4iduCt original research on the decision making process

4 ,

of patents whose Children have developmental disabil4ties, a project was'underr

taken for the period beginning July 1977 with funding for two years from the

kxtramural Reamarth end 'Developmental Grants Progtam of the Illinois Depart--

meneof'hental health and Developmental .Disabilities.
.

9.

Tlie.study:was conducted IA Lake County,allinois. The county is in close

proximity- to' Nbrthweatern University, which minimized trairel time sand expense.

Lake County offers a wide range of services ro developmentally disabled persons.
There is a.major state-operated residential center for severely and profoundly

retarded persons. There are other smaller residential programs operated by
private non-profit,groups. The county is known fot'its comprehensive programs
of Special education offered through the public sEhool districts. There are

several sheltered workshop facilities for developmentally disable4 persons--
kithin the area alternative residentAal'programs,for developmentally disabled
persons are beginning to be developW(e.g., community living facilitiles,

,,foeter Mae networks, group homes). The county contains peop"le of a wide.

range of socioecon)vic, ethnic and racial backgrounds. Programs are relatively

- new and expanding, Lake County therefore provided an ideal s tuation in

which to initiate the fitudy;of pntel decisidn making.

The area of Lake County was selected for the r esearch population because:

(1) it is geographically.compact yet includes urban, suburban and rural popu-
lations; (2) it offers a wide variety of services for the developmentally

,disabled; (3) provider and consumers ofcdevelopmentally'disabled services
have a history of coophkation with past efforts to secure related information,

gand (4) the county contains people of a wide range of aocioeconolik, racial

4.1 and ethnic backgrounds.
,

!

Sampling was not necessary because the population and delivery system
was small enough to incliide all familiee and all service proidersj-

Uepth Infierviews\

. .
. .

An earlier study, conducted during the Summer of 1976 under a grant from

the Russell Sage Foundation to study early childhood socialization practices,

\provided data which informed the present study. One aapedt of that research-

'project involyed conducting focused group interviews with parents of children
regularly receiving child careservices.outside the home. The interviews
involved discussions of several aspects of parental child care' decision making:
the initial, decisionto.have children cared for outside of own bones, the
decision to have:children enrolled in present placement, satisfaction and
dissadsfactions with the alternative selected, types of social environment

'°"milaw. desired, and their petticipatlon in center activities.

Twelve group interviews were conducted, ten with parents whoe children
were in centers serving normal children, and two with parents whose ,children

were i neuters for the developmentally disabled (Park School, a program for

the trainable mentally handicapped WEvanston, and Waukegan'Developmental
Center, a State-operated residential facility for the training and care of

r

t
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Because.the number of interviews was small, gle. results of this study

were regarded'as exploratory. However, a draimattc.diffelience in the decision

making processes of the two groups of parents, waKnoticed-..as they sought out

appropriate services for their children. Because, the general public's

experience, interacting with developmentally diSibled persons is very limited,

the parents of these children were not able themselves of the usual

networks of information (i.e., from iloarentd,friends, neighbors) regardi9g
children's services, networks that are available to parents of "normal"

ihildren: Ate result of tats information vacuum, the advice of the family's

primary physician took on an added weight. Often this information complicated

the parents' decision making procese due,to'its highly. technical nature and
the physicians' ignorance of the child's futurepotential and the current
delivery system of developmental disability services These exploratory
interviews indicated that these parefits.were confused, isolated and perceived
themselves as inadequeti to make an appropriate choice at services for their
developmentally disabled child. If the situation is as serious as this
exploratory research, indicated, then it seemed necessary to study the issue

on a larger scale to.define the situation more clearly and to indicate some
feasible course of action that would assist parants attempting to, make an
appropfiate choice of services for their developmentally disabled child.

' It was decided to conduct additional depth interviews with. individual
families-to explore more fully the decision making process when seeking
services for a developmentally disabled child. li was felt the depth inter-

views yould provide detailed information about the resources and service gaps--
in Lake County itselfthus adding important information to 4 review of the '

' literature for informing construction of the quantitative mail survey question-

) naIrp. An opportunity to contact parents for this'purpose was provided
through the Lake County D.D.S.A;,- Planning Group.

In September'1976 members of the Lake County D:D.S.A. Planning Group

develop and'sent out a four-page questionnai0 to'approximately 500 families
id if ed as having one or more developmentally disabled children. The

-su y Listed community services utilized b developmentally disabled persbns

and their familieseducational, residentiat,Jecreational, transportation,
-sup rtive, and'health--and asked Terents to identify services be4ng used

j pre ly as well as services they expected to need for their children

within'the next five years. At the end of the questionnaire, an item was.
..included which asked, ; "Ape you willing to answer additional questions in

the future regarding the needisilof div opmentally disabled persons?" Space

was provided for positivesospondent to include their name, address, and

1 telephone number. Individbals respo ible for the development of this survey
provided'this project with both letters of support, and the names, addresses
and telephone numbers of parents wiiling to be interviewed, along With the
es of their developmentally'digabled'ehildren, and the nature of the-

.
isability. Ten families to be, interviewed were selected so as to provide

variation in the nature of the developmental disability and the age of the

. children for whom services were sought. Parents of mentally retarded,
autistic, and epileptic children ranging in age from fourteen months to
twenty years old were interviewed, including both black and white families.

At this point therthterviews.did notseem to be providihg further new

-
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major insights, out we realized that all our interviews had been conducted \
with intact two - parent families. Since we felt that experience of , single

parents might be significantly different insofar as they had less economic

and .nterpersonal rssolircsa than two-parent families, we utilized our own
networks to locate two single parentae both matters, who agreed to be
intereiwed.__One resided in Lake County, the other in Evanston which is in

Cook"Couhty. Because we were focussing on the single-parent' experience,"
the factor of geographical residenCe did not seem a major variable for

this purpose. 4 ,
I

We conducted a total of 14 depth interviews opvering: (1) the nature

of the child's developmental disability, (2) services which have been used
and are expected to be used in the future, (3) how the current day or
residential proiram was chosen, (4) satisfactions and dissatisfactions
with thee services, and (5) the effect of having a -developmentally disabled
child upon the family., The interviews, ranging in length from two to six
hoUrs, were all, tape recorded. The typed single-spaced transcripts range
in length from 18 to 53 pages.

J

11.

Review of bhe Literature and Identification of Major Subject Areas

A,comput ized .review of the literatUre was conducted through Northwestern

University Libr y Computier Xssisted Information Service .(NULCATS) for a

, variety of descri ors related to developmental disabilities such as:
exceptional child education, research and services, handicapped childfen,
educable and trainable mentally handicapped, retarded children, autism,..
cerebral palsy, mongolism, epilepsy, mental retardation, regular class
platement,Anstitutionalized persons, leariang difficulties, low achievers,
residential programs, special education k,

parent education, community programs.

and involvement, normalization, labeling (of persons), grouping (instructional,

purposes).

Hundreds of books, articles and reports were identified
screened for reference to parental or community attitudes an
These relevant publications were obtained and 47 pages of br
listing major concepts, theoretical relationships, and empi

and their abstracts
involvement,';

ef notes compiled
cal findings.

Dat from the review of the literature was integrat.ed with that from
sthe depth interviews to develop a 7-page liit of major subject areas and

an item p 1, 87-page list of related potential items for the-questionnaire.

Developmenj of the Survey Questionnaire,
11.

The computerized review of tAe,literature and open=ended depth inter-if-Jews

with parents were used to construct a mail survey questionnaire. The

questionnaire waepretested with 66 families of children attending three
.sdhools-for the developmentally disabled in Evanston, Illinois. The City

of Evanston, in Cook County, was selected for the pretest because of its
proxiMity to Northwestern University and to Lake County.

The questionnaire was sent home in the children's lunch boxes along

S
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with a cover.letter from the director (at the two privatelschools) or

president o the parents' association (at the'public
asked to re urn the completed 'questionnaire in an attached self-addresedl/

school). Parents were

stamped envelope, and were given about a teek to do so. The participating

-schools and return -ratiks were as follows: Park School, Public School District

045,.32/59.a54%; Rimland School for Autistic Children, 14/19 = 74%; and,,
Shore School(North Shore, Association forthe Retarded), 18/42 - 43%. An

additional 2 questionnaires-were returned on which the name of the school

wasn6t specified for an overall response rate of 66/12Q,= 55%.

. The returned questionnaires were coded and keypunched and a file defined
for statistical analysis ot.the data with the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) system of computer programs. The data was cleaned -

by eliminating out-of-range errors and performing a series of contingency (7

checks. An pArAmination of the frequency distributions as well as the
respondents' written comments revealed ambiguities in question wording,
and difficulties with format. Changes wede accordingly made'foi the final,.

target populationfin the Lake Cowley mail surveyrquestionneire.
.

Following revisions based upon the pretest results, a 57-page mail
survey questionnaire was developed far the Lake County population. Structured
closed,ended'questions were designed to provide data regarding:

--the manner.in which parents first discovered that their dkild was

developmentally disabled;.

=the availability of extended family and community support networks
.for the parents and their children;

.

t he nature of the developmental disability, skill levels, and kinds

of limits the childreh have;

--the manner in which parents successfully ot:gunsuccessfully secure

the community services needed by their developmentally disabled

children;

--the current professional intervention encoUnteted and its perceived

value; ,

--parents! attitudes regarding the direct services currently used for
.their children;

parental involvement in their children's eduational programs ah-V

organizations concerned with demelopmental disabilities;

- -parents' opinions about general policy directions for

.of services for the developmentally disabled in their

- -long-term plane-and objectives these parents have for

the. provision

community; and

their children.

The Research Pdpulatton

Me population was defiAa as ;Ake County, Illinois,"parents of develop-
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mentally disabled children ages 0-21 wito receive services in Lake County.
For/the purposes of this study, developmentally disabled was defined as
children handicapped by mental retardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism,
or multiple handicaps involving one of the foregoing, and whose handicap
required more than 50 percent time in"a special education program. The

stipulation regarding percent of time in special education was imposed to
reduce the number of so-called "six-hour retarded children." The "six-hour

retarded,chlld" is a phrase coined to depict the culturally deprived child .

whose developmental delays occur only in the area of school performance.
Our definitive restricted the families, insofar as possible, to those
haiing children With physiologically-based disabilities.

DatapCollection

Because federal law (P.L. 94-142) requires that all developmentally
disabled 'Children between 3 and 21 years must rec ive a free appropriate
education, and because early intervention programs proNtide fiery ices to the
0 to (3 year old age group, records on all children are, kept by special
education public and private agencies.

Agecause of school administrators! interpretation of regulations governing
rights of privacy, mailings requesting parents to consent to participate

.in the study went out through the educational facilities serving Lake
County: 4three special education school districts, aigtate residential
facility, a federally funded early intervention Erogtam, and six private
facilities. Cover letters were included witch the signature of the super:-

intendent, principal, or director. Due to. the low percentage of consents
received after the first mailing (37.7 percent) these educational facilities
also conducted a follow-up mailing. Essentially, the researchers became a

third party to their own research prolect. No'llgting of the population
was available for'follow-ups to estiMate the bias introduced by non-respondents.
In future studies, every effort should be made to avoid the use of consent
forms mailed prior to questionnaire distribution and to'obtain a listing
of the population utilized for samplinkpurposes.

The 57fpage questionnaire in booklet form was mailed to each family

(61M percent),0wh6 finally consented to participate. Included with each'

questionnaire mailed was a.return postcard which respondents were asked to
mail separately at the same time they mailed the completed questionnaire.,
The questionnaires themselves were filled in and returned anonymously.. A
t011ow-upletter with a secqnd return postcard was sent. approximately one
month later if ire had not received a postcard notifying us of its return

before that time. These procedures_ esulted in the return of 330 completed
questionnaires (43.9percent of the families identified and "contacted;
72.1 percent of the families whb consented to participate).

By the time the four mailings were conducted (two for informed consents
and two for thAusail sprvey questionnaire) time and money allocated for

data collection were exhausted. Names and addresses were available for those .

/familles who consented and then did not respond, but the budgetary constraints
precluded telephone follow-ups with this group. With. the initial mailing

ti
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of concept forms occurring in January 1978, the follow-up maileg to con-

gealing families who had not returned questionnaires was not Completed Aril
-.Tune 1978, at the end of the school year.

Consent and Response Rates

Consent and response rates varied depending upon the type of special

education facility in which a child was dfirolled.(see Tale II-0. The

lowest Tate of questionnaires cbmpleted,occurred in the urban Special adudition

school district (Waukegan, Illinois), whether completion rates are calculated

On the beets of families originally contacted or on the basis of families

who consented to participate is the survey. -

Demographic questionnaire items made it possible to comparelseven

characteristics of respondents to 1970 census characteristics of the entire
Lake County populatioa`!as well as the city of Waukegan subpopulat (see

Table 1I7B). Waukegan contains a larger concentration of low income families
and of minorities than is-true for the county as a whole, which probably

accounts for its lower response rate. In general, our sample seems to
be fairly'representative'of the Lake County population in terms of range
of social'and economic characteristics, except to overrepresent minorities,

high school 'graduates, and single-parent families.

r.
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S. * Table II-A

Lake County, Illinois gamilies with develepmentally disabled childr years of age and under -- identified,

consenting is participate in'eurvey, and returning urvey questionnaire

d

e

111
Families, who

.
Familiei oonseAted too /'-' '

1 contacted participate Families who returned surveys'
%

Educational Facility

. . ,
Special Education School Districts

Waukegan . .

NSSED*
SEDOL**

ilate Residential Faci;lpy
Waukegan Developmental Center

Federally Funded Early. Intervention .

Lake-McHenry Regional Program

Private, Facilities

liontryside
Glenkirk
Grove

Klingberg
Lambs
Moraine

Out-of-County PacillfiesIdentified
through Special Education School Districts

Waukegan .

....

NSSED*
SEDOL** -.

---.:-%-
41,

Missing, Data
lek .

.

TOTALS'

% of those 2 of those qi,those
(N) (N) contacted (N) contacted consenting

..
f

(274) e / (141) .51.5% ( 73)
4

26.6% 51.8%

( 17) ( 45) .'58.4 ( 35) 45.5 77.8

(214) (154) 72.0 . (118) 55.1 76.6

( ;9) ( 21) 72,4 ( 18) 62.1 85.7

( 70) ( 39) 55.7 ( 33) 47.1 846 .

...)

0

.

( 109 ( 5) 50.0 .1 ( 5). 50.0' 100.0

( 7) ( 6) 85.7 t 6) 85.7 100.0

( 22) . ( 22) .100.0 ( 19) 86.4 86.4

( 2) ( 2) 100.0 ( 1) 50.0 50.0

( 1)1i lk ( 1) 100.0 ( 1) J100.0 100.0 *ow
( 3) "F ( 3) 100.0 , ( 2) 66.7 66.7

6
4,

V
( 2) ( 2) 100..0 ( 1) 50.0 50.0

( 15) ' up) 66.7 ( 7j 46.7 70.0

( 25) ( 4 q) 28.0 ( 5) 20.0 71.4_
.

.

111P( 6)

(7511 1 (458) 61.0% (3l0). 43.9% '741.%

or hern Smbur ivSpecial ucation District
**Spebialducation Dietjf Lake County

2 6
a .4
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Comparison of Respondents' Characteristics with 1910 Census,Data for Lake County, Illinois

Populations, and for Waukegan ?lack and Spanish-Language Subpopulations
.'

Table II-B.

1) Percent Minority

'4
Black 11.3 5.2

v

Spanish Language 3.1 2.9

Lake 'County

Families 1970
Responding. Census

2) -Percent living in
,

county/community for 5

or more yearsb 66.1 64.4

3) 1dn school years
completedc 12.0' 12.5

4) Percent high school
graduates 80.4 63.3

S) Me family income
(1969)

(1978)

6) Percent school aged
children in pingle-
parent familieaf
h ou ee ho ld a!

7) Percent mothers
of school-Aged child-
ren in labor force

L
$11,823

$13,009

13.6. 11.3

47.9

N (330)

40.4

and Waukegan

-.

Waukeggfi

' Total Population Black
1970

Census

,-Spanish Language

Families.
Responding

1970
Census

Families
Responding

Families 1970

Responding Census

25.5 12.8, itamem WINKIION

10.2 7.2 IM41,1-0= al

74.2 79.8, - 64.0 76:8 70.0 70.4

i

12.0 12.2 '12.0 10.4 8.0 *8.4

11.

68.0 '56.7 60.0 33.7 20.0 24.1

$15,632

01,478
00,333

$8,500 °
$13.,500:

$8,641

---

/`'

22.7 15.9 52.0 34.8 .30.01!

4.

58.1 50.3 60.0 70.9 . AO.Q 44.9

. (911) (25) '(10)

.
,

aResOhdents identified themselves'aq "Latino"; 2970 Census reports figures for' Spanish language minority group;
bRespondents identified length of time they 'lived iq their current dity or toyn of residence; t1 Census

categories of "living in same house" and erent house, sane county" were coebined.4
.

cRespondents identified level of schooling Aeted for child's mothsr;Census datareports fAieres for-al k_.

,.. 29dRespendents reported for child'dlother; Census data for all adults gs years of age and older.
is'eResOondents reported fpr childr 21 years of age and under; Census data reports figures-for children under

18 years of age. '
.

fRespondents reported for children 2L Years'of 4fe and under; Census data repdrts figures for women with own
children 17 year. of age and under.

,

,

adults 25 years of age and older..
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, For as long as people have noticed differences, talked about them and written

about them, labels for categorizing-others heve existed. Some of the differences

are visibly obvious,puch. as age, sex, and race,(see Tables UN to III -C for
the distributions'of efese,characteristics in our sample). For the population

)i in general, expectations regarding the competencies of adolescents are vegy

different than the expectations for preschoolers. The developmental needs
of children and their families correspondingly differ according to the children's

ages. Any examination of decision-making concerning needs of developmentally
disabled children must take their age into account. ExpeCtationg may also

differ according to the sex of the child. Parents-may encourage boys to be

sore aggressive, and correspondingly place more restrictions on the activities

of girls. Family patterns and associated child-rearing practices and expecta-
tions differ.between racial, and ethnic groups. These three ways of categorizing

all children --age, sex, and race -are important Secause the associated expecta-
tions say be important fi. developmentally disabled children as well.

At the time the survey questionnaire was mailed to Lake County parents, in

1978, developmental disabilities were defined as meaning a disability of a
person, under 22 years of kge,attributable to mental retardation, cerebral
palsy, ppilepsy, autism, or multiple handicaps involving one of these conditions.

, For the most part (in 298'n et of 330 cases, see Table LI' -D) children had
been diagnosed'and provided With special education services on the basis of
the categorical definitions and. the parents in our sample were able to
report the labels (mental retardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, autism)
associated with. their children's disabilities. For the 32 cases where no
label was reported, the miSsing'data could have been accounted for in several

ways: the question could have been inadvertently skipped, parents'might never
have een informed of the categorical label for the disability, or parents
might be denying the appropriateness of a label. We assumed that it was more

like y a parent either would not know or would be unwilling to report the.

label if a child was mentally retarded than if the child had cerebral palsy,

autism, or,epilepsy. Amongst the mentally retarded it seemed plausible that
the less severe the retardation the more likely the parent would be to deny'
the applicability of the label preferring instead to think of the child as

merely "a little slat, in school." fot'these 32 cases, parents did answer

questiods about the function abilities of their children. 'Our hypothesis

that the children Would be amongst themost capable was not substantiated;
,their functional disab4ities were distributed across-all levels (mild,
moderate, severe and profound) in a nonsystematic fashion. For subsequent

analyses, the 32 cases 'were classified \lin the intermediate, mental retardatioma-

moderate, category'',

The meaningfullness to parents of standardized intelligence test scores
has been questioned by professionals and advocates alik.. The child's ability

to function on a day7to -day basis is regarded as more *portant. The majority-e

(64.1 percent) of parents had not been told their child's IQ levels (see
Table III -E). Amonrthe paten4e.who had been told, the IQ scores reported
were consistent with, the American Association on Mental Deficiency's deter-
mination of levels of mental retardation using ranges for the Stanford-Binet

. and rattail intelligence tests.: Whether or not paresis -had been told their
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children's IQ scores differed by age of child, type of child's disability,

family income, mad race.

Age of Child. Parents of preschool children were much more likely to report

that profelpionals-did not know Apt their Children's-IQ scores were (47%

versus less than 10% of parents-of older children).

Type of Disability. Only id the case of mildly retarded Children did a

majority (71%) of parents auspact thaeptokessionals knew their,Aildren's

IQ scores but had not informed the parents.,
4

Family Income. Parents in higher _income families were more likely to know

'theii,children's IQ scores. Therefore, fewer high income ttarents suspected

thai professionals knew but had not informed them.

Race. Minority parents were more likely to suspectthat professionals knew
their children's IQ scores but had-11ot informed them 75% of Latinos, 66%

.of bliiks;,and 44% of whites).

t

.
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3 Table III-A

Age of Ddveldpmentally Disabled Child*

Preophool (birth to 5 years old) 23.5%

Primary (6 to12 years old) 31.3

Secondary (13'to 18 years old) ' 30.7

Transitional (19 to 21 years old) 14.6.

N=323

Table III-B

Sex

Male

Female

51:3%

42.7

N=323

Table III -C

Race

*White 85.4%

Black 11.2

Latinq 3.4

N=321

I

*If there was mo re than one.devislopmentally disabled child in the
family, the,parent vas requested to answer the iurvey questionnaire
for the oldest developmentally disabled child. N's are less than

330 due to missing data on certain questions. Totals may not equal

100.0% due to rounding error.

33
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Table III -D

Type of Disability*

Mental retardation - mild 21.5%

Mental retardation - moderate 33.9

Mental retardation:- seveNk and profound 20.1

Cerebral palsy 11.7

_Autism 3.7

Efilepsy 9.1

N298.

Table III1E

I have been told that my child:s IQ is .

Untestable

35 or below.

Between 36 and 55

Between 56 and 70

ar.

Between 74 and 85

86 or above

Professionalskft know What
ay child's IQ is

Professionals may know, but I
have not been told

6,8%

5.2

9.1

9.4

3.8

1.3

16.9

.47.2

N -307

4

22.

*When children were reported as multiply handicapped they were
categorised by type as follow : (1) mental retardation and epilepsy-:*

categorised under epilepsy, ( al retardation and cerebral

palsy or mental retardation, *ce ral palsy and epilepsy--categorized

under cerebral palsy.
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B. FaCTIONAL ABILITIES

'23.

torrical labels such as "mental retardation," "cerebral palsy," "epilepsy,'
autism" have become 4 commonly-useeshorthand for designating those

developmentally disibled requiring services. Parents and professionals have
raised a number of questions about the utility of,these labels. Individuals
within the categories say exhibit a wide.range of abilities and disabilities.
Stereotypes, often based upon the most severely disabled within the categories,
.may become atteched to the labels. Economically or culturally disadvantaged
children say bierroneoUsly labelled as mentally retarded. To overcome these
difficulties noncategorical definitions, based in part upon functional
limitations, have been proposed. A number of measures of functional abilities/
in task areas (Table III F) and Measures of health assessment (Table III-G)
were included to provide a more comprehensive view than the categorical
labels alone would provide.

1. Functional Abilities in Task Areas

A bpre majority (55-58%)'of children have mastered basic self-care activities
(see Self -Care section of Tlble III-F). Basic communication skills are
more vrtiable te,Receptive and Expressive Language section): approximately
two-thirds'easi y handle giving and receiving affecticon, and understand '

when spoken to;slightly less than half easily handle looking at people when
spoken to or greeting people by saying hello; about one-third speak clearly.
or at the proper volume.; only one-fifah'vhake hands when meeting someone for
the first time. Few have mastered writah lanivage skills or achieved the
capacity for independent living.

Age'of child. would be expected, most children's functional abilities
'improve with age. The exceptions are North noting. First, the ability to
give and'. receive affection is the only measure to remain constant over the /
life cycle. Second, the abilities to read, to write, and to use public
transportation alone peak in the secondary school-age group (13 tco18 years

'old), dropping off in the transitional, group (19 to 21 years old). We .../

interpret this to mean that the higher. functioning young adults would not
`require or de ?ire an extended period of time

f
in high school.

-

'type of Disability. Degree of mental retardation is related to a systematic
way to all of the functional abilities measured. In general, children with
epilepsyaresemble those in the moderately retarded category. The single_

exception is the ability io tide pUblic 'transpotoption alone (only 4% are
reported a; handling this easily). Thii is likely due to lack of predicta-
bility of seizure activity rather than physical or cognitive limitations.
In general, children with cerebral palsy-or autism resemble the severely and

profoundly retarded. In those.case where the physical disability would
not be as likely to affect performance, those-with cerebral palsy ere acre
like the mildly retarded: looking neat. giving and receiving affletion,
and looking at people when.spoken to. Children with autism are far less
likely to give sia receive affect/oh than the severely and profoundly
retarded (27% compared to 58% are reported as handling easily).

Family Income was not associated with any of the funcotional abilities. Lack
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of any statistical associatibntt.s for'this variable supports our assumption

that the operational definition of developmental disabilities used for the

study resulted in a relatively pure'sample of mentally and physically im-

'paired children. That is, there was no overrepresentation of the economically

disadvantaged.

lame. On 041 but two of the measures; more blacks were reported as handliiig

functional`tasks more easily than were whites (giving and receiving affection,

and shaking hands when meetintfsoseonestor the first time). For % zample,

two-fifths of black children were,reported as, reading and writing simple.
sentences easily.as compared to one-fifth of white children. For some black

children special education -may be a remediation for cultural disadvantages.

i

2. Measures of Health_Asseesment.

91a majority of the developmentally dida6led children in our sample are
perceived by their parents as bking as healthy as normal children (see

Table III-d). Physiologic health measures (general health, catching

colds, and tiring easily) Orman/ distributed, with about the same

'proportion of children ha re problems than normal children as having

less problems. Where a physiological problem would necessitate the child
communicating the problem to the parent, developmentally disabled children
are actually perceived to have less problemi than normal children. Thus

40.6% are reported as complaining less often of aches and pains, and 33.4%

are reprted Las less fussy about what they are willing to eat. With respect

to unusOal behaviors such as headbanging, a majority (51.4%) are reported

as never engaging in this type of behavior; only 8.7% are reported as

engaging in this type of behavior often. Slightly more than one-quarter

of the children had ever had a seizure (29.3%) or were taking medicine
regularly (27.8%).

Age of Child. Age of child has little effect on developmentally disabled

children's health. Statistically significant relationships were only found

for catching colds and lussy eating habits; the problems declined as the

children matured. There was a'tendency for use of medication to increase
as children became, older (21% of preschool children as compared to 33% of

19 to 21 year olds).

Type of Disability.. Even though the Mather of cases is small (N 11)

children with autism were strikingly different than tha other children..
Compared to normal children, no children with autism were reported as
having generally poorer health, catching colds easily or being fussy about

What they will eat. The latter is especially interesting because of the
frequent emphasis on food fetishes as one of the distinguishing symptoms of

autism. 'Of the children labeled as having epilepsy, 100% were reported
as-having seizure activity (validating the label). Perhaps of greater

interest, 61 of-the other children--labeled mentally retarded; cerebral
palsy or.Aitisticmre also reported as having seizure aotivicy. Of this

group, more seizuretttiviey was reported among the more severely disabled.

Seizure activity was reported for only 12% of the mildly mentally retarded

and'14% of the moderately mentally retard compared to 39% of the severely

and profoundly mentally retarded, 40% o those with cerebral'palay and 36% of

'36
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those with autism. The actual incidence of epilepsy may be masked by'other
labels which are given diagnostic precedende. ,Medication is not being
utilized for behavioral control, but rather is associated with the severity
of the disability. Few of the mildly and moderately retarded take medication
regularly (122 and 114, iespectively). The incidence rises for severe and
profound retardation (382)4 cerebral palsy (40%), autism (54%), and epilepsy
(85%)..

Family Income is not systeeptically associated with any of the health
related measures except manifestation of unusual behaviors. Children

from low income families are more likely to do unusual activities such as
,headbanging, rocking and clapping. Less enriched environments may encourage

such self-stimulating activities.

Race is not related systematically with any of the health related measures.

I
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Table III-F 26.

Functional Abilities inTask Areas

Handles Does With dannot
7 Easily Difficulty Do

Self-Care

Self-care activities: foy
example, goes to toilet with-
out help, gets dressed, feeds
self.

Eats properly.

Looks .neat.

i

Receptive and Expressive Language

Gives and receives affection.

Understands when spoken to.

to.

Looks at people when spoken

Greets people by saying hello.

Speaks clearly enough to be

understood.

Speaks at proper volume.

Shakes hands when meeting
someone for thefirst time.

Learning

Reads simple sentences.

Writes simple sentences.

Capacity for Independent Living
ti

Organizes aftivities for self:
for example, turns on TV), picks
up book or magazine, suggests
playing a game.

Knows how to behave properly
indifferent settl'ngs.

Self -help skills: for example,

shops, picks out the'right
clothing forthe weather or

(--event, Prfpates some meals,

handles money.

Rides public transportation
alone..

.

.

55.4% 22 16.5 11327

55.0% 37.8 7.2 li320

58.3% 39.6 2.2 N-319

67.6% . 31.1 1.1( 11=321

/63.9%" 30.2 5.9 N=324

46.7% 49.6 3.8 N#514..

45.0% 30.6 24.4 N=320,

35.6% 35.9 28.5 N=326

33.2% 40.8/ 25.9 11313

21.8% 43.6 33.6 141321

%

24.8 %' 14.5 60.7 li32

20.5% 13.3 66.1 14322

58.4% 17.7 23.9 24327

36.8% 52.1 11.2 &321

22.8% 25.2 52.0 N325

15.8% 4.7 79.5 N*317
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Table III -G

27.

Chiles'H alth

More Than
Compared to Normal Child's Vosmal

Must be Matched closely
'because of generally poor
health.

Catches colds easily.

Gea-lired

Complains of aches and
pains.

Very fussy about what she/
he sill eat.

b

15.7%

23.2%

20.7%

17,.0%

-.Manifestation- and Treatment
Often

Doei---umusital things the

head-banging, rocking,
clapping'. 8.770

Has your child ever had a seizure
(convulsions, spe ls, or,fits)?

Is your developmentally disabled
child taking medicine regularly?

About the Less Than

Same Normal

65.8

62.1

49.8

49.5

N=313

N=319

N=319

40.6 N=305
.

t

33.4 t- N =317

Sometimes Never

40.0 51.4. N.321

% Yes

29.37. N.624

27.87. N=324
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C. IPBE SOCIAL WORLD"

The home is the'ideal placefor learning to interact with normal children and
adults through the effective use of leisure time. Type of participation in
tbutine household activities will affect the Neer of skills learned.
Participation also teaches the. value of constructive use of leisure time.
The more opportunities preladed throughtbe hoiee,for interaction with relatives

and neighbors, the more normalized the dhjld's environment becomes,

Social,interactions with others may be limited or utaged b* the child's 11*

parenthor own personal preferences. Approximately 60% of,all the children
are restrAtedo the house'or yard when they are unsupervised (see Table III-1).
Hoeever,lerms.child's mobility without supervisiba is, as would'be expected, highly

associated with age and type odisability. :By the age of.eighteen.t8 twenty-
. re years only 312 are restricted to the house or yard if they arrnot

supervi . As the Severity of the Chad's disability increases, so does
the amen of supervision: More thin 90% cf..the children do watch television

(Table I-I). One -thirdsof them have the amount of TV viewing time monitored
by th parents. Whether or not parents. place limits on the amount oftime
spent watching TV is notwassociated with either the chit s age or type of

exceptator the very youngest and most severely disabled whopeo

.not watch TV. The extent of interactions with other children is rarer
- limited by the child's own preferences (Table III -J1. Only 5% prefer to be

alone rather than with friends-and almost two-thirds have no friendship
preference because they enjoy being with everyone.

Outside ofschool, the vast majority are engaged in meaningful activities -
such as doing hoaework and chores, engaging in fancily activities or watching

' TV (Table III-K). Very fed are often just wanderinreimlessly (6%). Brothers'

and slaters are the most frequent playmates, followed by unrelated normal
children, vnd than by cousind,or other relatives (Table III -L). Less than

one -third'spend'time outside'ofochool, with other developmentally 10abled
ldren. The family and community do proiride a "mainstreaming" or normalized

ironmeat. Ninety petcent hhve the ability "to get along nicely" in their
teractions with these playmates (Table III -)M). About one-third do have

iculty in'terms,of conceAraing on dad initiating activities.

f Child. Social telationihips d6 change significantly over the life

cy e. 4Amount of time spentlIdn activities with parents, siblings and other ti
reativesLidecreases dramatically. For example, ,63% of the preschool children
were often engaged in activitles'with family members compared to only 23%
of the transitional group. Otrespondingly, over the life Cycle more children
in each sibiequent age group spend time watching TV and *ith other develop-
mentally disabled children,. ,The older chia, the more constricted the t

social world to to be.
t

t

414

Ilof Disabiltity. Severity of the disability is associated with social

attionShips in a predictable fashion. The mildly retarded have the most
extensive social contacts and capabilities. Children with autism have the

least. . . '4 _el

.

. Family:Income. ,On post of the dimensions investigated, f410.1y income is not

-

s t 4 a
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Associated with social relationships. The two exceptions are worth noting.

Children from low-income families we much note likely than children from
high-income families to help ardund -the home (42% versus 24%) and to siend
time ,with cousins or yer relatives putside of school (34% versus 13t).

.

. .

Race. Children from black families had more social interactions with a wider*
« iiiiiety of people and were evaluated as having better skills

''' than were children from White families.
.

4

;

)'(

4

4,
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Table III -H

Parents usually establish limits to how far a child cap go as one.
What is the farthest'from home your developmentally disabled child

may go without supervision?

30.

Our house or yard only 58.9%

AroUnd our block only 6.5

Across the street 3.1

In our neighborhood only, and may cross street(s);', L9.6

All over the community 11.8

2.1321

Table III-I

Watching TV seems to be a favorite pastime for children. Do you

limit the number of hours your ciaild spends watching TV?

Yes 33.6%

No 57.8

It 'isn't 'necessary because our child

doesn't watch TV. 8.7

N -277

Table III-J

a'

Wh'et kind of friends does your developmentally disabled chlld
prefer?

Has no preference, likes to be with anyone 62.7%*

Younger children
13.9

Children of the same age
9.5'

5.4
Adults

00 5.1
Prefers to'be alone

Older children - 3.4

N2'95
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Table

or

4.

,During the time yoUr developmentally disabled child is

. at home on a regular week day, what is'shethe usually
doing before going to bed?

Wandering aimlessly; no real
activity.

. '

Workiig on developmental skills,
.

JP
dbing Homework, or reading. q

.

Helping around home (for elampli; .

taking out trash, setting table,
sweeping, feadingRets). .0,e,:;;%28.7% 30.5

,'.1174-' -'

,,.. ,

-4-ACtiVipies with (for ,.;,,,,L

example, games, reeding,4tulkiisg,,7 :51.1%
, ;`'' ,,, '16

6 ,
Watdbifig' TV or ,Ustening to' , , j, 11

radio or recorkplayet. ' 17 At 72.6% .. 18.5

ls

40.7

37.6 11.3

8.9

Often Sometimes_, Hardly Ever

5.8% 20.1 74.1 N = 259

18.0% 37.2 44.8 N = 266

N = 275

N-= 274

V = 281'

Table Tit -I,

ft

OutsVla-

.
o schizol, doep your developmentally disabled

chAd spend time with:

1

. ..
.., Often Sometimes Hardly Ever

Brothers or sisters? . 62.92: 18.1 19.0 14-= 310
. _

.
,

Cousins gr otter relatilrae?
t

23.22 - 29.1 47.7 N =306

. ,

Normal child(ren)*t, not relaildves? , 31.7% 31.1 37.2 N = 309

s

Develomentally child(ren),

not relatives? 11.1%, 19.9

.

i 69.0 N t 297

'S
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Table

Below are soil items. about getting along with other children.

Do they describe.how your developmentally disabled child gets along?

Has the ability to get along
nicely with other Children.

Is able to it down and-concentrate
on a game.

Can initiate an activity with
other'children.

My child always wants to have
his/her own way.

Often Sometimes Hardly ever

65.5% 25.3. 9.1 N = 316

31.3% 31.0 37.71 N = 313

31.8% 29:6 38.6 N = 314

29.7% 43.8 26.6 N = 313

a

44:
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A. ATTITUDES TOWARDS MAINSTREAMING

1. Meinstresmilg

Theoreilcally eainstreeaing can be conceptualized as a continuum providing
developmentally disabled children with an increasing amountof contact with
other children. However,'parents" attitudes do not seem to be organized in
this fashion of increasing or decreasing favorability towards amount of con-

tact provided. Rather their. attitudes are bimodal, favoring either separate
buildings or a combination of special and regular classes within a regular
attendance center. Conversely, there is little support for either total.in -
tegration or for self-contained classrooms within a reguilar attendance center.

(See Table IV-A)

Slightly over 2/3 of the parents reported that their children were in the type
of environment they.perceived as most appropriate, although not necessarily
in their' own'comunity (see Table IV -B). Of the parenpd who reported that
their children were not in the most appropriate environment, virtually all had
children who were attending separate schools for the developmentally disabled.
Not surprisingly parents of mildly and moderately retarded children were more
likely to favor a combination of special and regular classes within a regular
attendance center.

Attitudes towardameinstreaming are based upon judgments about both the educa-
tional and' social needs of developmentally disabled children (See Table TV -C),,

A majority of parents feel their children learn more in special education
classes (82.7%) and would have difficulty getting along socially if all the
other children in the program were normal (59,5%). On the other hand,.they
sled-feel their children would greatly benefit from meeting more normal chil-

dren (60.0X). This complex assessment of different needs may account for their
ambivalence about the motivation for mainstreaming (see item #5, Table IV-C).

Age of Child. Parents of younger children are More likely to express attitudes
favorable towards mainstreaming. This may reflect a more hopeful outlook among

younger cohorts and/or that developmental delays are no as accentualed.for

younger children.

Type of Disability. .AA was true for feelings'about appropriate environments,
not surprisingly parents of mildly and moderately retarded children were more
likely to favor mainstreaming than were parents of children with severe or pro-
fommd retardation, cerebral palsy or.autipm.

4

family, Income did not seem to be systematically associated with attitudes toward
mainstreaming.

2. Parents' Priorities for Programs

it-

Program priorities are clearly child-Centered (see items ranked #1-5, Table IV -D),
with parents' needs second (see items ranked #6 and 7), and mode of service
delivery least important (see items ranked #8 and 9)...

46
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There is a lot of 'talk these days about "crenstreaming" children with

d tel disabilities into'programs and classrooms with normal

chiller Mainstreaming means different things to,different parehts.

If your child were to, be mainstreamed into the environment which-you

felt Ca be most' appropriate for his/her developmental disability, Which

of the following alternatives would you choose?
.

Having'child attend a special educatiin program or school for She

developmentally disabled located in your community. : 47.3%

Raving attend special education classes iN'the same building

as other children attending regular classes. 12.5

Having child involved in some special education classes but also

in some classes or activities with normal children.
--_/ 38.7

Having child involved only in regular classes and activities with

normal children.
\,. 1.6

N-313

Table IV -B
Is your child actually. in the type of environment -which you checked

above as most appropriate?

Yes, in our own community
40.8%

Yes, but not in our own
c.

community 27.3

No
31.8

N311

Table I7-C
Some parents have made the following statements about mainstraaming.

Do you agree or disagree?

My child learns more in special edu-

cation classes than would be possible

in regular classes. ,

My child would do better in a special

recreation program than in a regular

prove's.

My developmentilly disabled child would

greatly benefit from meeting more nor-

mal children.

My child Would have difficulty getting

along socially if all the other child-

ren in the program were normal. .,

Mainstteaming is an excuse.forcutting
back finds for ecial education.

Agree Uncertain Disagree

.

82.7% 12.7 4.6

73.3% f- 14.0 12.7

60.0% 18.7 21.3

59.5% 14.4 26.1'

38.9% 29.6 31.6

N-307

N-300

N -310

N -299

N301
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TableIy..p
If. you had a choice in selecting your developmentally disabled child's

program, how important would the following be in making your decision?,

(rank ordered_by importance of factors)

1. That my child likes the
program.

2. That there are support staff
available (psychologists,
social wozker,.doctor or nurse,

therapists).

3. That the program is develop-
mentally sound (small sta'V/
*student ratio, regular writ-
ten .progress reports, skills
instruction provided).

4. That the facility is attrac-
tive (clean, well kept -up,
have recreational and social
areas, provide meal servicei).

Important

96.8%

96.2%

95.2%

94.9%

5. That the program is easily ac-

cessible (within walking dis-
tance or with transportation
provided). 85.8%

6. That there.is an oppontunity
for parent involvement. 83.9%

7. Th't I like the staff. 82.9%

8. That other students in the
program have developmental
disabilities which are about

the same as my child's. 78.5% '

9. That my child remain in the
public school system. 54.4%

. Not
/mportant,Uncertain

3.2 0.0 N-311

2.9 0.9 N-313

3.2 1.6 N313'

3.5 1.6 1312

1.9 12.3 N317

10.3 5.8 A=310

6.8 10.3 N-310

9.0 12.5 "- N-311

20.1 25.5 NaD309

0
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R. COMMUNITY ACCEPTANCE 4
- 7

1. Social Distance

Labeling a deyelopmentally disabled-child as deviant may result in both the -

child and the family being isolated -from regular social contacts. Increased

social distance and isolation can occur as a result of 'the family's withdrawal

Pion social interactions as well as because others exclude the family and child

from their social activities. If parents are willing to initiate social imri---

.ranked #1, Table IV-E). Fewer perceive their neighbors as willing to extend
tations, moat (88.62 -) perceive their neighbors as willing to accept (see item

the invitation (69.22), to accept the developmentally disabled child as a friend
for their own children (60.32), or to accept the child as a neighbor living in

a community living facility upon reaching adulthNa (61.3%) (set items ranked

#2-4, Table IV-E). When relationships move beyond neighborliness to collegi-
ality at work, at school and in clubs (see items ranked #5-7), only about 1/2 of

the parents perceive their neighbors as accepting their developmentally dis-

abled children. Finally, least acceptance is perceived for relationships which
symbolize adult:Status in thi community, opposite sex friendships and voting,

privilegea\(see items ranked #8-9)2 Thus, social distance is perceived to in-

crease as developmentally disabled children move from their own homes, to the

neighborhood, to collegial relationships and to full acceptance with all the

rights said privileges of adulthood.

Age of_ChAld. Parents of younger ehildren are more optimistic, perceiving less 1

social distance, than are parents of older children.

Type of Disability. The relationships between perceived social distance and

type of disability are quite dramatic. Parents of mildly retarded chi Ken

perceive the greatest acceptance (65-95% think their neighbors would ccept

their children in the 9 situations.ptesented; interestingly lowest a eptance

is perceived for opposite sex friendships). In general, projected ace tance - 1

decreases by type of disability as follows: moderately retarded, epilep

cerebral palsy, severely and profoundly retarded, autism. A majority (80%) of I

.neighbors of families with autistic children are perceived as willing to accept

only an invitation to the parents' own homes. A minority (0-44%) of neighbors

of families with au childretuare perceived as accepting of the other 8

types of si&gati presented.

Family Income. In general, lower income families perceive neighbors as more

accepting.

Sex of Developmentally Disabled Child. Invariably, neighbors are perceived as

more accepting of. developmentally disabled daughters thin of sons.

2. Entering Adulthood

Thinking of what their developmentally disabled children will actuilly be doing

upon reaching adult
a continuation of familial protectiveness (child remaining at home and having a

.11
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39.

job in a sheltered workshop) or independence (child living on own or with

friends and having a regular job in the community) . (,See ?ems ranked #1-2

in Tables IF-F and I9-G.)

Age of Child. As was the case for perceived social distance, parents of
younger children are more optimistic.

Type of Disability. The more severe the disability the'more likely parents
are'to chase a community facility as the most appropriate living situation
(see items ranked #3-5', Table TV-F). Parents of mildly retarded children are
moat likely to expect their children to hold a regular job (60.0%). Parents

of moderately retarded children project either a sheltered workshop (43.6%)

or a supervised job_01.8%) as appropriate. A job in a sheltered workshop is

expected by parents of children with autism (88.9%), severe and profound re-
tardation (69.4%), epilepsy Do.m, and cerebral palsy (42.9%).

Family Income. The,higher the income the more likely parents 'are to project

a community facility and a sheltered workshop as most appropriate.

Sex of Developmentally Disabled Child. Females are more likely to be expected

to, remain at home or to live on their-own and to work in a sheltered workshdp.
Males are more likely to be expected to live in a.community facility and to work-

in a regular or supervised job in the community. That is, females are perceived

as needing more protection on the'job whereas males, are perceived as needing

more supervision in their living situation.

7-

'5o
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-
Parents' Comments Concerning the Future

of Their Developmentally Disabled Child

. 40.

Concerning her luturer-Imany times hope I'out.-1ive her but the future'

cannot be ignored and must be planned for. We must *y to make it aspleisant

for the retarded as we can. (#506)

I feel parehts of younger ba.icapped youngsters, that will need super-

.' viseld Iiiring when they are older, s: id be concerned about the future, now.

It's easy to put it off and hope comet ib- e available in 10 or -15

years. It's very hard to get patents to look'into the future. This could

be because the future is so uncertain--haw far will their child degelop,

will be available, etc. ( #315)

Can't bear to think about it now. Feel we'll cross that road when we-

came to it; that it is impossible to cope with something that'won't occur

for 20 years. (#594)

I would like to see all kinds of "care facili " available so I could

place my child in an atmosphere that is "right" for . It would be un-

realistic to put a-child who is not self-sufficient in her own apartment or

with friends. Then there are supervised facilitiesas to what kind of super-

vision it would of course depend on how independent my child is at that time.

I hope by then there are enough "care" facilities available so d parent could

make a caring"and educated choice and not have to place the child in an unfit

area only because it was the only space available. (#590)

I would feel much better about his chances of a job if he received at

least 1/2 day vocational-training beginning at the junior high level. This is

not true now. He is-a good worker. He wants to "get a job". Training is

the problem. ( #054) .

We are very concerned about our child's future financially. Will there

be sheltered workshops? Although a number of family members will take our

child if anything should happen to us, the financial burden is a great con-

cern. ( #134)

Since we very much want our child to live with us, I forsee a prepsing

need for respite care. As we get older, it may be physitallygmore difficult

for us to meet his needs, and any help in this area will be required. ( #643).

Help!! ,There seems to be little, in terms of counseling and information

available. (#328)
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41.

Some people with developmentally disabled children find certain-
communities more accepting than others. imagine your own child

at different stages in life; how accepting do you think0iiour own

neighbors are (or would be) in the following situations? They''do

(would): ,(crank ordered by'frequency with which community accept-

ance projected)

Would Uncertain Would not

1. Visit us when child is at home. 88.6T 6.6 4.7 N=317

2. Invite to visit in their own
homes. 69.2% 12.1 18.8 N=315

3. Accep as a neighbor living in

a community living facility

(upon rea3hing adulthood).

4. Accept my developmentally dis-
ab]ed child as a friend Spr
their own,children of tfii same

age.

61.3% 29.8 8..9 N=315

0
60.3% 18.8 20.9 N=320

4,

5. Accept as a coworker (upon
reaching adulthoa). 52.2% 32.5

6. Accept as a classmate at the
ease school for their own child-

ren of the same age. 51.7% 24.0 2.3 W317

16.3 N=314

7. Accept as a member of a social
club,with their own children of
the same age. . 50.5% 24.8

A. Accept as a friend their own

children of the opposite sex. 46.8% 25.3

9. Accept as a voting member of the
comity with -full legal rights
(upon reaching adulthood).

24.8 N=311

27.8 1316

'32.5 25.1 N=311
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Which of the following choices of liVfig situations do iou think will

be most appropriate when your child becomes 21 years 'Old? (rank P
ordered, by frequency with which living situation expected)

1. With me at home.

2. Living on own or with friends.

34.=

We.
21:8

3. A,private residential facility (like Grove or Lamb's). 19.6

4. A supervised-apartment house unit. 12.5

5. A public residential facility (like Wauke Developmental

Center) 11.9

N-303

p

Table T7vG
Mhich of the following choices of work situations do you think will be

Most appropriate whp your child reaches age 21?

. A jobdtn a sheltered workshop.

.2. A regular job in the community.

3. A supervised job in a special business program'(for example,

in a hospital, restaurant, or motel).

I

43.5%
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4 C. ANTICIPATED NEEDS' FOR RESIDENTIAL CARE ,..

44,
_ ,

.

,4011

. Although. few children are old and capable enough Ob look. after themselves (3.3i),
_not} many parfaits have, contingency.plans for placement in a superviselifacility

(10.22) in .the event that they became unable to care for their develdFienkally,
aieabled`children. The majority'exPect other family members or friends would
can* for their children (63AX). *The remainder, about 1/5, simply trust to the

04
Ws0tutuva or leave plecemen& up tb the State., (See Table IV-B.)

e ..). ..,
0

.
* 'Pew parent li'long-range plans involving -a residential placement Even if

1/;-- ...
the event seed for suck.a placement is anticipated, the timing' uch a

t'411112 transition is left iague (see item ranked #2, Table mu.
L - 4, , 4

Nos, surprisingly, parents of younger children are more likely o rely on la- ft

, tAmes or frleds; parentilkoeolder #ldren are more likely,tohave arrang
o stipetvisedffacility. The more severe, the disability, "the more likely

ac ity is to have been planned.

41;
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44.

Phrenfs' Perceptions of.Their Child's Heed

for Residential Placement

ariehtlime ii when the fan, 1 can'no longer provide what thechild

needs tivai --when more help, t hing, etc., is indicated. Family

health also shala be considered. I f el no c member, retarded or not,
41/4, should be more important than any other member., However, the refolded pet-

son deserves no less than the best opportunity to develop his potential.

I am looting fora residential home now --My son iw 19 and the longer I
. jwait the harder it will be for him to adjust to adult living. It is diff-

cult to find a'placemeni-with waiting lists everywhere me turn-and not tsarh

help from outsiders. ( #310)
11.

I placed my child 12 years, ago because I could-not continue to care for

'her and give-her and the rest of the family the necessary time. At that time

there were not any programs for afterschooiwetc. and I was physically worn

down and could not continue as things were. I needed physical help more than

4.-anything else. 0776)

*
a

We would like, if at' all possible, to avoid residential placement, but

feel that, realistically, this may lye to be considered someday. (#583)

4 .
.

Children who are normal grow up and leave home at about this time. it

would be unfair to our child to keep him at home without friends and activities

(#281) 4 . '

.

it ' I
We plan to have our cpild finish his special' education years.andwthen

see what the possibilitils are for his future.- We would like to place him'

Li a pemanent_home while we are still healthy and able to visit him and have

1im home for vacatpns. After his schooling is finished, we feel he will truly1

miss hiss friends, dll:DD individuals,, and would be happier in a residential:

of community living placement before an emergency arises and he has-to be

abruptly uprooted from home. We don't'know at what age this willsbe. ( #508)

1

1

1

1

Plan toplace in early to mideensPbecause: 1)We are weary; 2)1 feel

unprepared to care fOr a menstruating teen with developmental disabilities;

3) if child is_ positively going to live elsewhere, this seems to be a fairly

outdriS.ime to make a transition; 4)consideration8 of various sorts in regard

to ado ascent sibling same sex. (0328)

Our child will finish School et 21

likely mot be living at home. He father

' vantage. I think at age 21, our It w
if.a good residential placement c be

that we will not be able to-provide dud

time. i#3415)

Her brother,and'sisters will most
and I will be in our 50's. I'think

found it would be to everyone's ad-
ill want friends, a social life, etc.,

the community cannot provide at this 1
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fable IV-1i . -

Many parents are concernialboutvhat would happen if for some reason
they were unable to care for their developmentally.disabled child..
What do you thifflwedUld happen to your child'if you were unable to

care .for him /her? (rank ordered by frequency of future type of care

anticipated)

1. A familyAlikber or friend would care for child. 63.0%

2. I pray to outlive child; I live from day-to-day and trust
the future wlllook after itself. 13.9'

3. I have plannid for placement'in a supervised facility. 10.2

4. The State would plade and care 'for child. 9.6

5. Child is old and capable enough to look after him/herself. - 3.3

.
P.303

Table rrTv(-
If your future plans include residential care for your developmentally

disAbled child, when do you plan to do this? (rank ordered by frequency

with which timing of residential placement planned).

1. Do not plan residentiil placement 43.0%

2. Othiplans (not specified as to timing of placement) .32.9

3. MY' Child-is currently in a residential facility.. 11.3

.4. When he/she becomes_21 years ord. /
5. As soon as we can fin4,a place for him/her.

\
3.0

6. When our child finishes his/her current day program. .2.7,

1328
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A. ATTRIBUTION OP CAUSALITY

Parents have different reactions to finding out that they have a child
with a. developmental disability. Some seek to reorder their lives and
expectations by finding out as much technical information as possible.
Some wonder if the disability was caused by something they did or something
that happened to them. Some are able to accept the disability without
searching for reasons. Parents may agree or disagree with the explanations
offered by doctors.

Parents were given a list of eighteen causes for.their child 's developmental
disability (Table V-A). They were first asked whether 161:doctors had
mentioned each as possible causes. They were then given the same list and
asked how many of these they personally believed were causes. Parents most
often responded that doctors did not attribute causation or blame and they

ed to concur with this judgment. There is a very slight tendency for
ts to blame themselves to a greater erten than doctors are reported

to .. (Items 6, 8, 9,-10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17,- 18); and for doctors to'-
provide a non-evaluativemedical explanation to a greater extent (Items
, 3, 5, and 11). For the most part., there is very clOse agreement reported .

Abetween doctors and parents. There are two areas where attributions of
causality are reported to differ markedly. Parents are more likely to attri-
bute the disability to the will of God than are doctors (37.5% versus 18.8 %)'
add to blame the medical profession for a mistake (17.6% versus.10.4%).

Sometimes after parents learn that a.cilld of theirs is 4Ivelopmentally dis-
abled, they make a decision about whether or not they/ wadi more children.
Parents were asked to describe their personal thoughts about this decision
(Table V -B). The most common responses given indicated that having a
developmentally disabled child was irrele0ant to decisions about having
more children. Approximately two-fifths just waited more children (Items
1 and 2) and another one-third did not (Item 3). If the developmental
disability dimake a difference parents, were more likely not to want more
Clitkdren. Approximately one-rquarter were.afraid Additional children might
be.developmentally disabled or that they.would not have,enough time, energy
and money forthem (Itimr 4 and 5)'. A smallpr proportion of parents, one
out of every.seven or eight parents, wanted Sore children in ordet to help
the developmentally disabled child or in order to have a normal child (Items
7 and 8). Concerms,for the mother's health rather than concerns for the
children were the deciding factor for some parents (Items 6 and'9).

'Age of Cjild. The younger the children, the more likely the
V

parents. were ,

to have made a deciiiod not to have more children after learning about
the developmental disability. It may be that, increased emphasis qn"main-
strealing has madeparents more altar& of the extra effort a developmentally
disabled .child will require and more fearful about .having additiona3, children.

Veither.Type,of Disabiliti.nor Family Ince* seemed to be related in any
systematic fashion to parents' dechsons about having more children.

ow
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Table V-A

50.

Attributionof Causality,
(Bank ordered by frequency of doctors mentioning causes.)*

Doctors Parents
Mentioned Believe '

'1. She/he did not know what caused the
condition or said it was not anybody's
fault: it could have happened to anybody.- 61.8% 60.4%

2. Difficult delivery: 20.4% 19.9%

3. *Genetic problemi. 20.4% '18.9%

4. The will of God.
. 7 c 4

5. A childhood illness or accident. 12.5% 12.4%

6. Baby was presiaeure (Oripostmature). 11.6% 11.8%

7. A medical or doctor's mistake. 10.4% 17.6%

8.

9.

1o:

11.

12.

13.

14,

15.,

16.

18.

An illness during pregnancy
(such as toxemia or rubella). 10.3%

Mother too old to have had the baby. .7.8%

Family historyordeielopmental disabilities. 7.8%

gh incompatibility.. 4:4%

Drugs, alcohol, smOking during pregnancy. 3.4%

A fall during pregnancy... . "3.4%

Environmebtil factors (for example,
lead -based paint, mercury contamination). 2.5%

Qid notive the baby enough attention
in infancy* .

2.2%

Mother's diet during pregnancy. 1.9%

Negative or ambivalent feelings about
having the child. 1.3%

A previous abortion. 0.3%

*All N's ?._. 319.

10.6%

9.6%

9.3%

10%

5.0%

3.7%

4.3%aw

1.9%

4,3%,

2.2%

0.9%

J



Table V-13

io

51.

o
Sometiles after parents learn that a child of theirs is
developmentally disabled, they make a decision about

whether or not they want more children.
Do the following describe your personal thoughts

about this decision?
(Rank ordered 'by frequency feeling expressed.)*

, . Yes, I felt

this way.

1. Just wanted4 children. 39.12
° "e . ,

111
.. , tc ,r -

2. More children wanted, and no reason to think that
',' they would be developientally disabled. 38.12

r
.

3. No more,children were wanted anyway.

No more children wanted because they might be
developmentally disabled.

5. No more children wanted because this child needs
so much time, energy, and money.

.6. I was too old to have any more children.

7. More children wanted'in order to help the
developmentally disabled child.

O. More chi4ren wanted because it was important to
have a normal child.

9. Was a difficult delivery; additional deliveries
possibly dangerougi to my health.

26.42

24.82

*All 1).7.

of
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52.

E. EFFECT ON SELF AND FAMILY

Having a developmentally disabled child in the family affects mothers and
fathers, individually, as wall as their marriage. The extra attention that

a developmentally disabled child requires can result in either'strong bonds

of affection or resentment: There may be opportunity costs insofar as the
developmentally disabled child requires so many resources --tido, energy, %
money--that other activities have to be curtailed.

1. Effects on Mothers

Most mothers feel that havinga developmentally disabled child has been
beneficial to them personally (Table V -C, 'Feelings" Rev 1 and.2). It

is also the case that most mothers, do not feelsdversely affected (Items
3 to 6). When it comes to admitting negative feelings,'however, attitudes
are likely to be polarized (fewer people'expeess uncertainty. Thirty.

percent feel uncomfortable leaving their child at home when they go out
and about one-tenth admit to sometimes becoming 80 frustrated they wish 4

the child would die.

Z When it comes to mother's social or occupational opportunities the develop-
mentally disabled child is more likely to have a neutral or'positive effebt
than a negative effect (Table V-C,, "Perceived Effect"). At the same time,

counseling Or respite care may be necessary for: the two-fifths who perceive

their involvement in outside social activities to have been curtailed (Item
3), and the one-seventh who perceive home enterta
to have been adversely affetted (Items 5 and 6)

g and geographic mobility

Age of Child. While age of child does pot seem.to be associated with mothers'
feelings about their children, the older the chili, the more likely mothers
are to report a curtailment of social and occupational opportunities.

Type of Disability. The Moresevere the disability, the more likely mothers
are to admit having negative-feelings- about their children. That is,

mothers with children having severe and profound retardation, cerebral palsy,
or autism are more likely to wish they could go out more, feel "trapped" at
hb.e, and have wished their child would die. They are also more likely
to percefVe their social and occupational opportunities as having been restricted.

Family Income. In general,- the-higher the family income the more likely
mothers are to express negative feelings and perceive negative effects.

2. Effects on Fathers and Marriages

As w the Base for mothers, the effect al the majority of fathers is
perceived as beneficial (Table V-D), In general, husbands arellet

perceived as being affected ae greatly as mothers.

Y4
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In general, families seem to.handle developmental needs of their children

very well.(Table V-E). Overtwo-thirds spend between an hour to one-half
of their available time with their children. Less than ten percent fall at
either extreme, either spending only a few ilidutes a day or having little
time to do anytAing else.

Overwhelmingly, mothers.accept the major responsibilityfor finding out
what is available for their children and deciding among alternativei (Table

.V-F). In terms of finding out about what is available mothers Are equally
likely to act on their own or in conjunction with,their husbands. HoweVer

In deciding on an_alternative, that is id acting upon information, both
husband and wife aie much more likely to be Involved. Mothers are more
likely to be the information gatherers, with'husbands retaining decision-
making power. In onlra very small proportion of families (2% or less)
do fathers act .on their own or do grandmothers or other kin become involved
in obtaining information or decision-making.

13r2t...
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Table 9-C

54.

Effect of Developmentally Disabled Child on Self

(Rank ordered by agreement and perceived good effect.)

peelings Agree Uncertain Disagree

1. I consider- my time with this
Child to be well spent. . 84.5% 10.7

2. Raving a developmentally disabled
child has made me a better person. '63.3%, 23.5

3. I feel uncomfortable leaving my
developmentally disabled child
at home when I go out. 30.7% 6.1

4. I wish I could go out more
1 without this_chf 21.0% 9.1

.

5. I feel "trapped", at home because
6f developmentally
disabled child. 14.7% a 13.8

6. Sometimes I've become so
frustrated by problems caused by
the developmental disability that
I've wished our child would die. 1L.5% 3.8

Perceived Effect Good No Effect

1. Learning new skills. 48.12 45.2

2. Religious involvement. 34.12 59:8

3. Involvement in social
activities outside your home. 29.2%-, 50.0

4. Political nvolvement. 18.3% 77.8

5. Entgrtaining people in
yobs home. 12.6% 73.5

AW
6. MoVing the family for new

job opportunities. . '5.3% 81.1

Making a success of'your career .13.3% 74:1

1

4.7 N 317

13.2 N 319

63.2- N 313

61.9 N 309

71.4 N 312

84.7 N 314

Bad ,

-6.6 N 314

6.1 N 311

20.9 N = 312

3.9. N 311

13.9 N 309

13.6 - N 301

12.7 N 158

r
63
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Table V-D

55.

Efect of Developmentally Disabled Child
on Husband and Marriage

(Rank oidered by agreement and-perceived good effect;
does ions answered only by !ferried respondents:)

Feelings Agree

1. I'm satisfied with the
amount of time I'm able to
spend ilsne with my husband. 64.3%

2. Having a developmentally
disabled 'EWA has made my .

husband a better person.

.

3. Having a developmentally
disabled child has brought
my husband and me
closer together. 51.3%

4. Sometimes my husband las
become so frustrated by-
Imblems caused by the
developmental disability
that he's wished our
Child would die. 3.7%

"Perceived Effect Good

1. Your darrtage. 37.6% 49.1 13.3 N = 271

2. Your husband's making a .

success of his career. 7.4% 88.1 4.S N = 270

\

Uncertain Disagree

:

11.8 23.9 N = 272
.

29.2 18.3 N = 274

'4?

23.6 25.0 N = 275

11 f . 84.7 -4 N = 273

No Effect Bad
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Table V -E

6

56.

V

In order tohelp a developmentally disabled child learn

as much as possible, adults may spend A lot of time working

with himihOr outside school. For example, this time may

include'things like physical,exercise, simple tasks like

tying shoelaces, reading practice, helping with homework,

talking to your child, or playing games." How much of your time

on a week day is regularly spent in such activities with your child ?,, 4

No time; child does not live at hOMe.

Only a few minutes a day;

About an hour a day, more or less.

About half the time my child is at home.

12.4%

9.2

33.3

36,2

I do 'not seem to have time to do mugh else

when my child is at home. 8.9

N i 315

11111
s
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Table V-F

57.

In making plans for childreR, usually parents go through two steps:
(A) finding out. about what is available; and.
(B)`daciding which plan to follow.

Think about how plans-are made for your developmentally disabled child.

(A) Who find(s) out about what is available?

Self 46.9%

Husband 2.0

Both spouses 48.8

Self and mother 1.3

Self and friend or relative 1.0

N 303

(B) Who decide(s) which alternative to choose?

Self

Husband

Both spouses

Self and'aother

Self and friedd or relative

1111'

1.4

81.7*

1.6 11

1.0

N 306

S

g
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C. SIGNIFICAVI OTHERS
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58.

The isolation of the nuclear family (husband, wife and dependent child._
and.the buran of responsibility gor a development:411y dtpabled child can

be lessened if support networks are available. Jatnral support networks

ingiude grandparents,-siblings, other relativie, awl friends and neighbors.

PenessionalsiAugment these naturalrnetwoks.

1. Domestic Support

Regular help with activities that stimulate development is st likely o

be provided by other members of the nuclear family (Tabi V-G)." In a jority

of the fagilies-stbliags or husbands are reported as he ing regularly.

Grandparents are available on a regular basis in about one-quarter of the

families. Friends and professionals are least often available, but even so
they help about one family in six on a regular basis. 4

For, those families where one or more grandparents are still living, the

grandparents appear.to accept the child's disability.and agree with the way

parent are ,handling the situation (Table V-H). Grandparents put their

feelings into Practice through enjoyment of photographs, remembering

children's birthdays and offer g child'eare when appropriate (Table

4
Barents are much more like t help will their children's social needs

(Table V-J, items 1-5) tha their routilie physical care or household
maintenance (items 6 and 7 Approximately two-thirds46g the families

receive help at'home_with omfotting the child, building character, social

visits amdrdiscipline. T gible help with play, instruction, care of body

and housekeeping duties cur less frequently. Help with.housekeepingdutiee,

the one area whicN does ot necessarily. involve tontact with the child is

the area where help at e is least utilized. .

Age of Child. The younge the child the more likely help was to be received

from significant others the more likely it was to be utilized for a

variety of needs with the home. An exception occurred with help from

siblings which was none likely to occur for children of primary or secondary . "--

school-age.- Since both older and younger siblings are able to provide help,
'it is most likely that they are present at home and able to do so for children'

in these intermediate age grqups. Younger siblings of preschoolers would

be too young to provide much help and older siblings of those in the.,
transitional agegroup-would be likely to have already left home. ""

Type ofDisability has not associated with help received from natural support,

groups.' Professionals, however, were more likely to provide regular help
outside the school environment for children with severe and profound retarda-

tion and cerebral palsy (for about one-quarter of the children compared to

Iout one-tenth for the others). The findings suggest that this type-of

ofeseional belpis associated with physical disabilities. Grandparents.,

on the other hand, were more likely to deny the child's disability-and to

offer support to parents of children with mild retardation. .Parents of .

as. ciiildren vi* cerebral palsy were most likely to get help at home with a

A
variety of needs; while parents ogaghe mdldly retarded were least likely.

"P J.
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1' r Income.. Ensbands from mhigh,incoaa families were more likely to spend
.

,extra ime withlhe childrgS an a rdgular balks' Grandparenti nd,othe.. ,

a

resat es were iota likely to spends extra time with,children on a regular
basis in low Wane gamilles. The aunt of family income did .no affect

whether or not regular help was received from siblings, friends ; 1 II pro -

- fessionals. Grandparents offered more-emotiosal. support in high .c..: .

families. 'They were more likely to a0prove pareats'ekandling of ih ' tuationi

to accept the children's.disabilities, to oppose residential placement, to
have as mach contact as if the.chlidren were normal, to enjoi,having.photo -
graphs, to reiiabei the, children's birthdays, and to offer for the chiidrea,,

for short periods.. On the other hand, it was in the lowest families
that-grandparents were more likely to Se:reported as mantin e children
to live Siththem if something happened tithe parents.

1.; ''''' '- . .
.-

\
. .

411 t . 2- Confidants and Consubtantd* , .

. . . .

Significant otHbrs were u4lized as sources, of emotional support,.ad'confidants
(see Table VAasd as sources of information, as consultants (See Table V -i).

Vts might belexpected, members of primary groups are frequently-confided in when
hgreare betties bit the developmentally disabled child (husbands 884%,

of and friends and telatiltbs 43-9%, being confided fn oftin). What is perhaps .
...._

more interesting is that-soc4.al service profesdionals also Seel to be operating
in this capacity traditionally associated with members of the primary.greup
of extended family (48.5% often cod tide in social service professionals).
Conversely respondents are least likely to confide'in a rabbi, minister or

,ptiest, or to keep their,wotries to themselved. ..
4- , -,,

. " 4 ,; 4
.c, ..Ar

When advice is sought, as might be expected, bealthoservice and educational
professionals are those most likely to be talked to as "expert" sources;
of information (4/5 woul,0 talk to their child's doctor, or,teacher or
pyincipa4). Again: what, is perhapi-iore interesfBe is that-parentd are
next mot likgly to talk to other family'membeis or friends,-choosing these

- ''''' primary group members as consultants ahead of organizations speCifically
concerned wits their child's disability or otherprofeagionals such asAllicival
workers or psychdfogists. Least likely td be consulted for advice are
librarians or staff members of. a State governmental'office.. ,Underutilizatioa
of these information'sourceat could,; result from either laokof awareness
of their expert or availibility,4NRom negative evaluations of the'
value to be ga4ai from contacting-tReSCsources,...

4 .. .
*4 `' ' -... A ;

... ,

3. Self -Help Mutual Aid
.

,
.

Few- Parents have made their child's develbpmental disability the focal po
of theii friendships network. .(Table V-M) . ',Only 3% report most okall,o
their closest friendscAlso having phildren.whO are developmentallyaiAgb

-- . It may bg of concern that twenty -f2mr of the parents in our survey,..,,(43T of
-a, -

the total sample) reported _not,havilig any close-friends. The effects of a

. developmental disabkl4ty onfaailies may well be augmented,ia'casesaf
social isolation. . d'' ,

-

.. a
-

, ',. .

' Parents come toggsher to fora...mutual aid groups primariA'...throughnaturplli

-- '. ....

I'
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-
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60.

kccerring social networks rather Than through the'difect intervention of

professionals (Table' V41). By far the most iffeEtamt source of contact

is the Chiles school.(82%). The next most important sourceseare by
regular contact with friends or relatives 0 by ,chande,as part of the

=routines of daily living (452 and 37%, rem Lively). A smaller number

make congetta through voluntary organize Ons,(26%), through professionals

(20%) and through religious leaders (6%).

Age-of Child is not associated with epportuni iei for contacting ottie7, parents

of developmentally disabled children (except for the obvious case of oppor-

tunitiAs through the child's echo*,

_Type of Disability. In general, the more severe the daability, the'dore

likely contact is to be made with other parents through all available

channels. Parents of children with mild retardation arc notably lower in

terms of makinvilsuch contact ; parents of children with autism are notably

higher. Parents of children ith more definitive diagnoses (ceiebralpalsy,
autism, and epilpsy) are more likely to meet other parents of developmentallyw

disabled children through v tary organizations than are parents of

Children with mental reta d ion. s

Family Income. In general, the higher, the ;income the more likely parents

are to make contact through,all available channels.

L..

'117 -
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1.1

Parenit' Comments on Relationships with Familrand_friands

As 'a Result of Raving a Developmentally Disabled Child

We have been most fortunate'in having.kind-hearted, sympathetic and .

undqrstanding friends and relatives. -They were educated Along with us and

have nft been made to'feel,uneasy or uncomfortable in any situation or sur-

roudinga. We have also received a great deal of encouragement from them. (#091)

'Friends axe concerned and sympathetic but do not kno4 quite how-to re-.

spond to child. Some even alkiptle embarrassed abqUt asking about the child.

Family has beeska'great.help Ed all seem-genuinely to love and care about-

this child. (#318)

Very few friends and most of family were unable to accept my child's

severe retardation. (#773)

Our friends and family have accepted our son very well.

have all become considerate aad thoughtful to any handicapped

of us had no contact with handicapped people before. We have,

very active in my son's school Ind our community. Out of this

new fribnds with handicapped children. JOMMPIrlo As _

*
. .

I think we
person. Most
also, become
, we have many

I find most relatives overreact to the disability and are.afraid to be

left alone with the Child. Also they either expect too much from ,them or-

treat them like babies and'haild out advice without having any idea of what

living witji or raising a.disabled child is like. Friends, On the other hand,

respect the way I treat my'childsand treat her the same always asking me to

bring her along to play with their child or children although children of- the

same age 'seldom have the patience to play with her and would rather.be with

their own friends. (#382)

Many friendships'ceased to exist. Some people were afraid their child-

ren would "catch.it", too. Same'of our "normal" frieqds couldn't

visit at our home because ot our-d.d. child. (#258)4

4

The attktude.changes of all those involved by knowing a retarded child.

are remarkable. Most people I have met and become gib(' friends with aac do

not have retarded childrenseeito grow in their awareness of the value of life.

They tend to stop and think of the importance of time and slowdown in their -

rat race of living tov4ppreciate whatthey ha .(' #774)

1110 Re are-more or lest by ourkepee.-.'We can't go with him too many places.

Not too many.people are willing or ahle.ta-balrfaft with him. And we couldn't

afford it top much anyhow. His brother and sister doetiwankmuch anything to

do with him. They may blbysit with him when it's really necessary. We don't

have too many friends-or relatives come to visit us.

qk
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Table VG

Is' tpere,another person who regularly,spends extra

time outside school with your child on such activities?

(Rank ordered by frequency help gi#en.)

---,

% Yes
(N 21(317)

1, Child:s brqthers or sisters - 57.7%

2.. Your husband 56.0%

3. Child's: or other relative 24.0%

4. A friand.or neighbor 15.8%

5. A. professional (for example,

a physical therapist/le tutor) i3.9%

' r
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Table V/R 63.

Sometimes grandparents give op ions about how parents' are
raising their children. Row,do you .think your child's
grAndparefits feel about the developmental dipabiltty?

,(Question answered only if any of child's grandparents still living;
rank ordered by agree Ap 4

4or

. They think I am handling
the situation well.

2. If something happened to
us, at least one of them
would want the child to
live with them.

3. They think Walild
should be in a
residential school.

4. They do no see anything
wrong with.my

5. Ithink that lie do not
have as ouch contact with
them as we-would it the

.1; child were normal.i

,StrViriya
Agree Agree

at

Disagree

N 274

N = 272

70.4%

43.!!'

11.9%

ti

6.0%

27.9

23.6
.

22.1

24.9

11.2

.

2.6

32.7

61.4

63.2-

82.7

mrR

N = 262 '

N = 261

'N =,266

40 : Table V-I

Involvement of Grandparents of Developmentally Disabled,Child°

0 (Rank ordered bx,type of involvemen.

f ;

1. Enjoyed having and
looking at photographs
of the child?

2. Remembered the child's
birthday?

3. Offered to care for
the.child for thort
periods when appropriate?

wAlsts Sometimee Hardly

84.6% 13.2 2.2 NAL 472

86.2% ;10.4 3.3 N = 269

;11.

47.6% 32.7 19.6 N -= 275

I

4.
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64.

A

. .

Table

P Do you get help at home in caring for the needs of your

developmentally disabled child with any of the following?

(Rank ordered by frequency of type of help received.)
4

1. Concern and comfort (for example, help with calming_

child when upset or hurt, hugs and kisses child,

speciarattention whet sick.
K

r
2. -Bungling cheiacter (foi exampleAeteaching manners,

reminding child'of how to treat others, expecting child

to eat properly.

3. Social visits (for example, taking child to it

friends or relatives, taking-on errands, takin

church.'

4. Discipline (for example, correcting child for
'misbehaving, getting child to-bed on time, punishing

child if necessary).

and games, schoolUork ortierapy,child sports

Play/instruction (for "example, help witb-teacbing

on,walki):

6. Care of body (for example, help with bathing,, feeding,

toileting, putting to bed Is mighty. '

7. Housekeeping duties <for examilp cleaningnp after

lop, doing Child's laundry).
low

1

% Yee
(N i 322)

68.6%

68.6%

68.3%

66.1%

"

59.6%

47.2%

Ar

37.02

4

1.

ti



Table V--/E
Confidants (sources of daotional support). IL

When you ate worried about _something concerrifkg your developmentally

disabled child, how often do you confide in each.of the following?

rank ordered by frequency as, source of emotional support)
1

7;0

"_65.

..0 Hardly

Often Sometimes Ever

1. My husband ' 88.82 9.8

2. Social Service professionals
(school personnel, social .

worker, etc.)
",

3. A friend or. relative

4. Adoctor or other medical
professional

5. Other parents with develop-
mentally disabled children

6.. No one; I keep it to myself

7. A rabbi, minister or priest

48.5% 32.6

41.9% 32.1
Alp

. 39.0% 34.7

.

19.5% 30.3

7.5% 12.2

4.7% 12.0

1.4 B=276

18..9 N-307

26.0 N=308

26.3 N1308

50.2. N=297.

80.3 N=295"

83.3 V=300

Table 7-L
Consultants (sources of information).

Pa eats often react differently to advice depending upon who gives it.

If u bad a. serious decision to make. about your developmentally dis-

abl child, would you talk to any of the following? (rank ordered by

freqbency as source of information)
1

Would

.1. Child's doctor 81.8%

2. Child's tiacher or princiial 79.3%

3. Other family members or friends -67.7%

4. Au organization specifically con-
cerned with your childes dis-
ability .63.8%

5. Other professionar(such as a
social worker or psychologist) 119.4%

6. Other parents,with developmentally
disabled Children 40.4%,

7. 4 priest,:a(inIptsr, or rabbi.

8. Someone in a State governmental

office e,

24.5%

14.8%

9. A librarian
57Y

Depends' Would not

12.0 '6.1 N-308

12.9 7,8 N-309

15.7 16.6 . N-300

-

- 25.2 11.0 11=309

27.1 13.5' N=303

33.7 , 25.9 N=297

'24.2 51.4 N -298

26.6 58.6' N=297'

8.5 86.4 N=294
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TAbfe V-M
66.

ink of your - closest friends.

Do they-have children'wbo are developmanEally disabled?

All do 1.0%

Most do

-\k"*'s

(1/117
Half do 5.0

Most do not 30.5

None do 61.7

401,

N 298

(Number not having any close (friends. 24)

able V-N

Have you met, other parents 'of developments y disabled children
in any of the following ways 4

% Yes
(N 329)

Through child's school, including parent group
meetings. 82.1%

.N.,

Through friends or relatives. 44.7k

By chancel(for example, while shoppini, finding a
parent's name in.4 newspaper, at work). 37.1%

f k

Through volujtary organizations 4for example,
Easter ,Seals, MARC). a 25.8%

ThrOuih.a profesdional (for example, social worker,
nurse", doctor).

/
19.5%,

%

Through a1priest, minister, ra 6.4%

Table V-0

Would you like to know more people whose children are
Asvelo mentally disabled?

Yes

Mk-

It doesn't matter.to me
410

59.4%

18.2

22.4"

N 303

25
-of
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A. RECOGNITION BY FAKIti

69.

Most parents are unprepared for_ the birtitiof a child with a developmental

disability (Ta4le VI-A). Approximapely two-thirds have no prior familiarity

with developmental disabilities. Altllougli one -third had known otherewith

disabilities, only one-fifth knew about community resources.. and only one-
twelfth had'been involved in the field of developmental disabilities. There

is some evidence of a trend towards an increase in general public awareness;

562 of parentekof preschoors fad no prior familiarity with developmental
disabilities compared to 722,of parents of 18 to 21 year olds.

The stage at whiCh a developmental disability is recongized can be quite
variable (Table VI-B). In'70% of the cases recognition of the disability d

occurred before the children's second birthdays. For the remaining 30%
1

recognition was more likely to occur in the preschool years but for some
did not occur until at least junior high school. Evidence towards an

increased,ablic awareness is supported by the finding that the younger
the child, the more likely parents recognized the disability before the
children's second birthdays. As would be expected, the more severe the
disability, t 'he earlier it was recognized. For over one-half of the'children
with mild mental retardation or epilepsy their disabilities were not
recognized, until, after thedi secamilgrthdays.

Recognition of a disability is not a simple process. For our sample it

was about equally.likely'that the didability would. be reocgnized by the

family as it would be recognized by a professional (Table VI-C). That

is it'is equally likely that parents find themselves in the position of
convincing professibnals as it is that professionals are in the position

of informing parents. Whether the developmental disability is recqgnized by
family members or professionals is not associated with.mphe child's age,

type of disabilit, or family income. It does seem trbe the case that public
awareness has increased and not just professionals' awareness.

Developmental disabilities aie recognized by parents through a number of
symptoms (Tible VI-D)., Recognition of the disability-occurred most frequently
due to delays in language developuent(522 of the cases) and poor motor

control (43%). -;"

Age of Child-yea not systematically associated with t) symptom by which
parents recognized the disability.

Type of Disability. Parents of children with moderate or severe and
found'ietardation were most likely to recognize immediately at birth thet

) their children had deielopmental disabilities (292 and 24%, respectively).

/ Parents of children with cerebral palsy or epilepsy were more likely to
recognize the disabilities by .the presence of physical simptoms after

birth. Parents of cerebral palsied children recognized the disability

by their children's poor motor control (85%) and their worrisome general
physical condition (44%). Children with epilepsy were usually recognized

by. the presence of seizures (85%). Inappropriate social responses were
the most frequent precipitating indicators of disability for children
with cerebral pals'y (44%), autism (40%) and severe and profound retardatiqn
(38k). ,As would' beexpected parents of children with mild mental, retardation

111:
.s,
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10.

c

were most likely never to have suspected anything but were informed by

others that things "were not quite right" X46%).

Family Income was not systematically associated with the symptoms by which-

parents recognized the disability. The only exception was that the higher

the families' income the less likely parents were to have never suspected

their .children's. disabi/ities. This may be explained by the fact that

higher'incomes are usually associated with more years of education, and more

highly educated persons might be more likely to be sensitive to developmental

milestones and delays.

s
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Table VI-A

71.

Before you knew that your child was developmentally diiabled:

% Yes
SN - 328)

Did you know others who had children with such disabilities? * 32.3%

Did you know about community resources available for children
with disabilities? 20.4%

Were you iiwolved .in the field of developmental disabilities
through volunteer work, college courses, or employment? 7.9%

Were you unfamiliar with both the fe developmental-
disabilities and the possibilities coping with them? 62.8%

Table VI-B

'I.

The stage-at which pa is first notice that their child
his a problem yarils greatly, from family to family.

At which of the following stages of development did you
'first realize that your child had a disability?

During pregnancy or at-birth 25.1%

During the first two years. 45.1

During the third or fourth year 13.2

At kindergarten age 9..5

First giade to sixth grade 6.1 .

Seventh grade and upwards 0.6

- 326

79-
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Table VI-'C

:or

72.

Who first recognized the developmental disability?_

A doctorlfor example, obstetrician, pediatrician,f5xily

practitioner)

and/or my huiiband

A teacher or school psychologist

A friend or relative 3.7

A public health nurse,. social worker, or outreach worker 2.2

Table VI -D

N a 321

N
How did you recognize the developmental disability?.

(Rank ordered by visibility of delay.)

1. Failure of language to develop normally.

2. Poor motor control or example, the child did not move
armikand/or legs properly; did not crawl "at the right time";

did not seem to focus his /her 'eyes on anything). 43.1%

% Yes
(N 319)

52.5%

3. I never suspected anything but somebody else kept pointi'ng

out things that "woke not quite right."

4. Inappropriate social responses (for example, she/he didnot

seem to recognize me or my husbandioild not begin to smile

when I thought-she /he should).'

30.3%

27.9%

5. Worrisome generlel physical condition (for example, 'sucking

problem; she/he did not seem to be gaining weight properly;

seemed to get sick too often; unusual sleeping,pattern). 24,8%

.6.. Recognized iimediatelyiat birth Som appearance. 20.9%

7, Seizures (convulsions, spells or' fits).

8. Inappropriate or inconsistent display of emotions (for

example,serY-destructive.activity, unconnected angry

outbursts; lack of warmth and loving behavior).,

18.8% 4

16.6%

so
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B.. INITIAL MEDICAL CONTACT

The initial medical OF professional contact that parents-of developmentally
disabled- children make is the fifst step in the service cycle that will
continue throughout the child's lifetime. If.the diagnosis is relatively
straightforward, its implications adequately explained, and appropriate
referrals made, then needed services mill be obtained more quickly and in
a supportive manner for the child's development. On the other hand, if
professionals are aibivalent about making a diagnosis, explain its impli-
cations in a negative fashion, and make inappropriate referrals, then there
will be a delay 'n obtaining, services with corresponding lost opportunities
for fostering development.

1. Initiating Contact
.

When mothers first realized that their children had a developmental disability
they were more likely to talk about, it to a doctor than to any other family
Member, friend, or professional (Table VI -E. A majority talked about the
disability with physiCians (87%), husbands (80%) and friends or relatives
(55%). A much Ller member talked to school personnel or other prdfessionals
(24%) or to religious feeders (10%). 'Almost one-half immediately acted upon

their suspicions to have a doctor examine their children (Table VI-F).
For approilmatelynnother one-quarter of the respondents itwas not necessary
to initiate comet because the disability was diagnosed at birth. Finally,

nearly one-quarter delayed having a medical consultation, 15% initiated it
themeelves and for 11% professionals arranged the medical consultation._

Age of Child. The younger the children the bore iikely parents were to have
talked about the disability right at the start to doctors and friends or

relatives. The older the children the more likely parents were to have
talked to teachers or .school psychologists when they first realized,ther
children had a disability. It seems that parents of younger children are
more likely to think. of the medical and social ramifications of the disability
whereas parents'of older children placed more emphasis on educational
implications. The plunger the children the more likely parents were to have
immediately sought medical consultation when they suspected a developmental
disability.

)

Type of Disability. Visibility of the disability seems to make it more
likely, that parents will.consult physicians or friends and relatives when
they first realize their children have a disability. It was least likely
that parents of mildly retarded children would have done so. On the other
hand teachers or'school psychologists were most likely to have been.contacted.
by parents of mildly ketarded children.. Parents of children with autism
or severe and profound retardation were most likely to have contacted
religious leaders. Type of disability was not related to the frequency
with which mothers would talk to their husbands or other professionals.
The Mime severe the petardation the more likely parents were to obtain a'
medical examination immediately. Parents of children with cerebral palsy,
autism, or epilepsy were even. more likely to arrange for an immediate
medical examination than were parents,of severely and profoundly retarded
children.

I Q 81
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Family Income. 'The higher the family income the more likely mother's were

to:talk to do husbands and friends and relatives. Conversely, the

el lower plie y incase' the more likely mothers were to talk to teacherg,'
, 1,

-- 643001 psycho/ogists, or &het prdfessiofiali. Consistent -with the tendency

-'' for.:higher income families talk about their cbildrenfs disabilities -,- lig. S. --

these higher incomt famine* were more likely to arrange immediately for fi..-

S.

a medical eicaminatIn.
,

\
_ -

r
,

.
IV

o

4 . -
' . .

2 ' First Medical Visit
,

. .

.

A majority of mothers were alone when they firit talked With their doctors
about theii bhildrenis disabilities (Table VIG); A substantial minority
(382), were accompanied by- their husbands. M6st of theft doctors provided

clear explanations on theinttia/ visit (TableVI-R) with or without
parents' needing to .ask further question (462' anch 372k respectively).

f Where medical terminology% was not explained on the first visit hi& was .

46re'efteh due tt the'parents' reactions (tit) than because the dcictot- . ..

-seeped too busy (61).
A

1
.

. 4,

.. , . .

Approximately two-thirds of the parents 'reported that their doctor's manner

. was supportive wheggilleir Chadren:s diagnoses were first explained (Table VI-I ) .

. ' One-t lif less rEhe parent& porceivi0 the doctors' manners. to be

peOlimi tt, unsure, evadiveLbi hars . ,Few diffetences were reported by
,.age of ced Or type' of disability e parents of der children reporin

doctor 'S Manner *aa.synpa etic; -mor ents di gaup hildren repOrted

doctor 's:manner -as matter -of -fact awl harsh; 'more pa nts.bf autistic :

\. children reported, doctor 's manlier -aq. unsure. After tle. first 'medical visit
. ... ..-

.I. waspomplefed, mosrparents felt tAe docpc provided enough time to
the7dergiopiienpi disability_edequat@ly ITSble.VI-J). Still, /314 ly

over one-quiiiter felt not enbagh time :had, been take,.
Y....

% 0, %
x4 IA VP

V ' , . 4.

-1,
0k ", 3. iteferri1344 liectImmenliot ions

I . y

---1 Legs' than one -ha of the girst, dobtors Tr44ided information concerning
referrals ins'filmiry '6uppalif (Table V.I-R). TOc'tors are most likely to

40'diigdoseand'make-,referrals to other medical specialists--.45% lo
Thaw Are next most lik0y to suggest a plignosis. (38%). if support -,

--.71w ..f.

terns are initiatek by the doctor, it' is moale.likely'to take the form

...of t g4te.bothiiareats together (32%). Referrals, 25% or less

of the time, are most likely to be through more:' brmai c els, that`-le,

to c ommunity seritats, orginleAgoix. or institutions. Re errals and

recommendations are onit, infrequently, made Ito dliabiliti, self-help groups,

Co pirticulir ptogrems.!er the disabled; or for explaining the disability

to o thers'.
.
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tibia .171-E

When you ffrst realized that your Child had g't disability
A 'did you talk about it

(Rank ordered by frequency of contac

1. A doctor(for example, obstetrician, pediatriciaq, family
practitioner)?

.

2: Your husband (the child's father)?

A friendly relative?

4. A'teadher or school psychologist?
A

5. _Other professional (for example, public health nurse,
solal worker, outreach worker)?

6: M1.1tster; priest, or rabbi?, ,

% Yes

- 322)

87.0%

80.1%

55.3%

24.5%

24.5%,

9.6%

-7

TablbV1-F

When did you first ask a doctor` to exaMine your child
a. to find out whether there was a developmental disability?

Impedi:ately Ohen I began to.suspem. .
f

: 48.1%

rilli

be.sure..- .11.5..% . /gobelphat later; to give'myse lf time to think aboutItt and .

-/-\

3efore she/he started school, since I figured at that point. 'II s'

something would have to 6-donet% -. 3.2
r

-

+'a

. ,
I nsyer did; .a professional (teacher, coueselpr, psyc)loldgtit)

.:

ArrAge* it. '

.
.

,

,-

0
It WTs not necessary; the disability Wks 410noses1 at birth. 26.6

.: N :..1 31A

VI

41rP

a
, .

.9-

.dr

k

IMP

4

.

4

4
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' Table VI -G

V
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When you 'first talked with a doctor about
your child's disability-, were you:

-

Alone? v.'s'

With your husband (the child's father)?

-With a friend or,refitive?
A

With a professional (for example, social
Worker,' patient advocate)? . 1.9

.:3121.

Table VI-H
When the doctor toldivou what she/he thought-the develop-

mental disability wand used medical wordi thiit you din

2Q14,undirstandp, what-did-zoo do?

I asked questions and got them better explained- 45.9%

I let it pals, since the doctor seemed too.busy

to take time.to explain them.,

.

I wasianctant or too Shocked-to gak-further

questions at the time.
,

/ .

\ It .did *At 'happen: tilf explanation 'W28 clear to
U.

a

36.4

Na3Of
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Doctor's manner when child's- diiignosieSf iret 'explained

to parent.

Supportive manner
Patient
Hettet-of-fact
Sympathetic
eke ,the news gently

,Negative manner
Pessimistic
Unsuie
Evasive; nervous.

Harsh ,

Table 71-J

% agree .6

77.4%

, r
72.2%
64.9%
60.9%

33.5Z
30 r2%

20.§%
l r:7%

I

.

c':..

About how long would you say this first doctor Ap 't with .4

you, after telling you a6aut the developmental disc ility?.

No time at all. 146 12.9%

Not enough time to answer all my questions. 15.9

Not enough -time then,to answer all my qdestions

but made another appointment. 9.7

Edough time t4 expl'in it adequately; 1.5

v

.

a.

4

Na309
4

,

85

441

a

k
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. Table 71rjr.
- ,

.

I-
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6

Did the first doctor you talked to about the developmeital

disability,4o any of the follomike (rank ordered by fre

qu y with which help providdlIF
Z yes

1: ye a specific, label for your'child's devel-..

ental disability. 46.8%

v
.

45.5%2. Refer you*to'a specialist. *I1

e ,

`3. SuggeSt what the itipire would look 1 for

.your child. 37.9%

It .,,.7----".

4. Ask to talk with you and your husband' (the'-.'

_child's father) together. ":31.8%

5'. Tell you about services available in t

community <

A.. Refer you to organizations concerned

child's disability. . 21.7%

7. Suggest Institutionalizing your child, either
'immediately or in the futuy.` .8%

8. Suggest you meet other parents of children

with developmental disabilities. .1%

9. Suggest a plirtidu;ar program for your child or

example, early intervention, Montessori, Do n-

Deladatooithogenic). 11.1%.

10. Tell you 1iow to explain the disability tokamilip,
friends, and others. - 8.3%

I

.,.i. =.
. .

. . _...
.\ . , -'

.
*)4

_M
, a

.46

r
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CONTACTS
)6.

f
Subsequent medical or:prbfessipnal consulrIktions, ere frequenilyjaecesSary '
to confirm the diagnoses' of a developmental.disibilitylptagnoses and
assessments of chiliften suspected of haring developmentsplisabiiities often
requite the cooperation of profdasionals from dtheeen.t,diseiplinfs.
Uncertainty about the first diagnosis may be`eiplained by either:tAe'
ledical professionals oeparentia. Prefesisinn419 iie4eluctant,to libel
a delay as a disability-until the child:is old-eatitigh?foe it td.-be obvious
that the delay seems permanent. The rates ofphyiital, cognitivWsocial,
emotional and language development Can be duite.unbVen for normal xbildten,
Parents may become aware of and-concerned about delays which arest1112--,
Within the normal developmental- range. Parentg may become frnstrateeWhen
professionals are ambiralentahout com,firming.or den ing shazeigafficandi.
of, the delays.. On the other hand, parents',1ove for'an ind idual tbild
may blind them to disabilities which are obvibusto'hofessi ls. In
either case when there is a lade of Consenosetween profes onal% and
paients, other\opinions will be recommended oi'.sought.' Ip.the sample,
35% of the parents had changed their children's doctors becauee of dia.
satisfactionwith the.care provided. Parents were more kl,kely to change
doctors if the-children's disabilities were severe or their family incomes
were,higher;

,s79.

1.
7

Types of Midical Peofessionals Contacted

The first medical pTofessibiuh'io examini a'chlld for a developmentaldisability,
'is likely to be- the regular physician -tor children in that age range (Table

Pour-fifths Of.the Ehildren it:Cour sample were first examined b
a pediatrician or.a faulty practitioner', In contrast, parents tend to
have subsequent medical'ewemi*ioni verformied much more frequently by
specialtsts (Tabli-Vi-M)- Must frequeht additional contacts are with
spetial clinits, dilignostic or genetic.,c ters.(59%$ and with neurblOgIsts
(42%), Pediatricians, hoireyer, are a as highly-utilized for second
or additional. opiniods (41I) aifor tile rat examination, whereas general
Practitioners are not.,, \*

, v

Age of Child is not systecallialaotiated .with type of medical; professionals
. .

contacted fbr subsequaki examinAioils.
$

Type of'Diiability.- Thee was- no.aasciciation between the tyfe of disability
and whether additional tionsA-srere conducted at .a special clinic or
by a pediatrician, diolo it, fsely,Oractitioner or obstetrician. The
opinion of a ueurolndis was mOre"likely to be sought for.children with
cerebra.] paley,-iut r404100,sy (by approximately /02 of parints) than,.
if the children were seVatel profoundly retarded (50%) -or if the
,children were-id:1A -ot retarded (approximately 30%) . The opinion
ata psythistri most fre tlylsought in cases oambigUitx:. for "
children whiiis--4 OA iS controversial (by 64%,for cjaildren-with auti,M2),
childten-WhOge. fustatpa of-OtOptbms ilLunpre4ictable (by 332 for children

'with eiilepri)f- fOr---thiidten wfis functional skill. likely
to be within the. range-1*2' tale childien with Gild - re rdation).

, .
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>
Subsequent contacts with psychiatrists Occurred forOnly about one-eighth

of children with moderate, severe or profound retdrdation and cerebral palsy.

I-

2. Source and Outcome Of Referrals

The most common source of referral to another doctor or clinic (Table. V1-N)

was the doctor initially leen (471) with self-referral closely following

(362). The reliability of the initial medical diagnoses was established

with subsequent contacts with one or more additional doctors for,76% of

parents slaking subsequent contacts (Table V-0).

Age of Child was not associated with the reliability of the initial diagnosis'

as .established by subsequent contaas.

Type of Disability. The reliability of the.initial diagnosis was highest

for chAptren with epilepsy (96%) lowest for children will anti (20%).

The dfignoses weie reliable for 7 of the remaining disability ca ,gories.

Family Income was not associated with, the reliability of the initial diagnosis

. as established by subsequent contacts.
* .

: _

F.
3. Scope of Prognosis

More than two-thirds ofthe parents found at least one doctor gave th

a notion of what their children's futures Allele (Table VIP) . Greater /than'

one-third of the doctors expressed uncertainty or. ignorance concernin
children's disabilities and their effects (39%), offered copies of .1
rephrts or other .medical findings (35.2), and suggested that parents
should institutionalize their children (34%).

Age of Child. Only one of the four aspects of prognosis was as ciated with

,age of child. The younger the child the more likely.doctors were to have
expressed uncertainty or ignorance concerning the disability and its effects.

Approximately one-half of parents of preschool and primary age children,-

.0 to 12 years, reported doctors" expressing uncertainty or ignorance compared

to approximately one-quarter of. parents of older children. This difference

seems likely due to-the increased use of medical specialists in the diagnosis

and treatment of developmentally disabled children., As doctors are more
likely to make referrals, they can be more honest about their own limitations.

Type of Disability. Although not statiatically significant, parents of

children with antis. were the,most likely to report doctors''erpressing
uncertainty or ignorance (64%) and offering copies of reports or findings

(54%). there was an associationlobetween type of ability and doctors'

willingness to provide or project a plausible future. PriOectiohs were

more likely to be for disabilities where the future s mote certain; moderate

mental retardation X702); severe and profound retardation (83%); cerebral

palsy-(742); .and epilepsy (63%). Where the fu

were less likely to make projections: autism

'(512). Doctors' rec atiaas to iastituti

typ of disability. the extremes, onl, 1

retarded Children reported institutionalization
\

re is less certain doctors
4%) and mild mental retardation
lize were also related to
f parents with mildly
evir having bervecommendedlt
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-4 . ,

by a doctor compared to 692 Of parents of severely and profoundly retard
children.

. .

/

,....-Family Income.` Doctors were most likely to express uncertaintyor ignorance
concerning disabilities or offer lab reports or other findings to high

income families. .

_
. - ,

ti
4. Reference Materials

. , '

Nearly three-quarters of parents (Table VI-Q) read about thei dren's

disabilitiaain newspaper or magazine articles.. About two -fif ocited
,..

reading sateriald".th7ugh 'friends and relatives, through librari d i

organizations, or .through eseions from medical or educational p 8i:denials.

Age of Child. _Parents of preschool children were, less likely to have seen
articles in newspapers or magazfnes'but friends and erelatives were more
likely to provide readingataterials to parents. of young children.

Type of Disability. . Parents of mildly,retarded.childrei were much Ass
likely to obtain reading materials by Chance, through friends and relatives
or through libraries and_grganizatIond.

Famil Income.' High ilicomterimilied were more likely to_pbtain reading.

teriald from all sources::

6

t

a
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Table

fAij

,i.m.,

st doctor who ned your chi* for a
developmental ability was:

/(Ordered by frequency of assessment)
i

i . .

1.. Pediatrician l'i: :':-

2. Feelly practitioner W.P.)

Neurologist
t- 4P

4.' ,obstetrician
.

5. "Psychiatrist

6. Audiologist

4

Table VI -M

114

I

52.4%

28.3

7.7

6.3 .

2.8

2.4

N

,

Many people want the opinion of another doctor.

-- Have you taken your child to anibof the following.

,f for a second or additional examination?
(Rank ordered by frequency of contact)

- 1.

.

A special CliniC, diagnostic, or genetic

2 Yes
.....4N 323)

.,

center 58.8%

2. Neitologist
.

. .

42.4%

'1. Pediatrician .
40.6%

4. Audiologist
...//'

.

udiologist s , 26.35
4 /

5. Psychiatrist. . _ _ 19.15

Family prictWoner (G.P.) 18.32

7. Obstetrician
4.0%

4
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Table -N

4

83.

Whose idei was it. to take your child
to another doctor or clinic?

(Ordered by frequency %of referral)

1. My
,
ftpit doctor

2. I and/or my husband

. Another professional (for example, social worker,

teacher, publichealth nurse).

. ',

r
A iend or relative
,'.

.

Table VI-0 ,

47.4%

36.2

13.4,

3.0

N = Z68

Did the doctors) you saw later agree with the first doctor?

(07dered by frequency of agreement)

1. Saw more than one and all agreed. 4840%

2. Only saw one other who agreed with the first. ! 27.7

3. Saw more thin one and some disagreed. 20.3

4. Only saw one other who'disagreed,with the first. 3.9

Table VI-P

#11256

Ln all your experiences with'doctors concerning yor
developmentally disabled child, have any of these doctors ever:

(Inked by'frequency of behavior)

1

4. Suggested that you should institutiona]ize

your child?

1. Given you an idea 9f what they think the future

holds for your child?

2. Expiessed.uncertainty pr ignorance con terning

your child's disrability and its effects?

3. Offered you copies of lab reports or other

medical iladings?

Yes
(N = 321)

67.6%

38.6%

35.2%

34.02

1.9

,

5-

ifs

-

0
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Table VI -Q

Did you find things to.read about your child's disability
in any of the following ways?

(Rank ordeied by frequency of source of information.)

-

Yes" ,

4(11 = 324)

I would sometimes happen to see articles in the
papers or in magazines. 71:3%

2. Friends and relatives -would sometimes show the

things to reach 41.7%

3. I vent to the library and/or an organization. 41.4%

4. ftofessionals (such as doctors or teachers)
would suggest things to read. 39.5%

1

92

)

1

.or
1

1

1

1
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A. WEALTH CARE AND SOCIAL SERVICE DELIVERY

fd

1. Health: Care -Delivery

. .

-

Developmentally disabled children have the same health care needs' as do all

Akchildren. In this respect it perhaps should be of concern that 1q% of the

parents do not anticipate ever having any contacts with either pidiatrician

or% dentist. Developmentally disabled chjdren often have-additiogal health

care needs; Neurologists, ophthalmologists, audiologists, andsear, nose and,

throat specialists are contacted' by 'apiaroximately 1/5 of the parents; psychi=

atrists, orthopedists by' approximately 1/3; obstetricians, orthodontists, oral

surgeons, ard4ologists and plastic surgeons by 1/4 or less. (See Table VII-A).

Pre a cy of contact is influenced by demographic_ factors.

'Age of Child 1

One would expect contact to increase ascchildren grow older. This is the case

for contact with: family doctors,.obstetricians, ear, nose and throat special-

ists, opthalnologists, dentists, oral.surgeons, neurologists, and psychiatrists.

On the other hand, parents of`pegschool childrenreport the most contact with

pediatricians, orthopedists, and audiologists. This may reflect the availabillty

of early intefvention programs and resultant increase in parent awareness..

Supporting the argument that both-availability and awareness influence use of .

health care services is the finding that parents of primary and secopdary-age
children are more likely to contact orthodontists than are parents of eithe

preschoolers of 19 to 21-year-oldi. Preschoolers' would be less likely to netd

the servicw;_parents of the oldest group the least likely to haveLbeen aware of

the service and its benefits.

Type of Disability
S

In general, the more severe the retardation, the more likely parents were to

have contacted medical professionals. The two exceptions are that parents of

the mildly retarded were more likely to have contact with family-doctors and

psychiatrists. -

Parents of children wit autism were most likely to have contact with audiolo-

gists, ear, nose and thr t specialists, and paycbiatriSis. The differefice

for the latter was quite ronounced with 902 having contact with.psychiatristsl'/

The next most frequent contact via psychiatrists by type of disability occu%red

far parents of mildly retarded and epilepsy (442 in each case). On the other

hind, no parent of an autistic childhad or expected to have zontact with a

plastic surgeon.

1

Parents of children with cerebral palsy were the most likely to have contact
with. ophthalmologists, orthopedists, and neurologists (87%, 84g and 94% respec

tively). There are no systematic patterns for parents of children with epilepsy.
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4

Family Income .

t-
Asher income enables famine, to purchase more services. On the other band,

al ding fee scales saki services available to lower come families; and risk

factors associated with:low,ipcome (such- as /oVer birthveig , poor nutrition)

may increaee the need for medical sevices.
, -JO

1).

The higher the income, the more-liiely famiiieayere to. contact: Pedfitriiians,
deptiats,'neurologists,-ophthalmolpgists, ear, nose and Ihrlft specialists,

orthopedists, orthodontists, and plastic surgeons.

'Conversely, lower income families were more likely to_contact: family doctors

(G.P.'s), psychiatrists, and,dardiologiste.
8

Income did not exert e_systeeatilffect on the frequency with which families
or oral surgeons.-consulted: audiologists, obste lens,

2. Social tce live

A developmental disability may create soc al serviceneeds for both children and

their families. A majority of fandliet e had contact with speech therapists,

social workersoald physical therapists. veen 1/4 and 1/2 of the fimilies

have had contact with clinical psychologist , public health nurses occupational

therapists, and recreational therapists. Leas than 1/4 ofthefamilies have had
contact with family, group or individual therapists, genetic counselors, voca-
tional counselors, nqtritionigts, &rude or foster parents, and professional'home-

makers. (See Table yli -B.) '

Age of Child

Needs for'social services at this time seem to be much more stable over the life

cycle was the case for health care services. Age of child was not related

to f ies' contact with: clinical psychologists, public health nurses, occu -

pati therapists, recreationaLtherapists, nutritionists, and professional
homemakAs.' Stability of contact could be dui to relatively unchanging needs

over the life cycle of a developmentally disabled child, lack-of awareness of

these prof ssionals may provide assistance, and/or lack of availability.

Plannipg for vocational and residdntial options does increase the frequency of

.contact with some professionals over the child's life cycle. There are more

needs and services to be coordinated in adolescence and early adulthood. Par-

t ents of older children have had more' contact with: social workers, vocational

counselors, and house or fotter parents. As can be seen from Table VII -B, the in-

: creased uti4mation of these professionals is-projected for vocational counsel-

ors only.
-

Coniersely, parents of younger c have had greater contact with apeepIt

therapists, physical therapists, ly, group or individpal therapists, and

genetic counselors. These seem to'reflect areas where,early inteiventibnpro -

grams and increased awareness havi had an impadt.
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Type of Disability
f

/,

Severity of mentAl retardation is related to utilization of 'social service pro
fessionals.; The more severe the retardation .the more likely families are to
have had contact with speedh therapists, social workers, physical therapists,
,occupatidhal therapidts; genetic sounsefors, houssor foster parentsf and pro-
fessional homemakers. Parenia ofmildly retarded children are more likely to
havd had contact with: clinical psychologists, public health nurses, and family,
group or individual therapists. (This'is consistent. with the finding that, among
health service profeisionals, parents of the mildly retarded are more likely-to
have had contact with psychiatrists.) ',Parents of the moderately retarded are
the most likely to havd had contact with fecreationalterapists and vocational

rcounselors.

Parent's of children with autism are more likely to have had a higher frequency
of contact with social service professionaletthan parents of children with any.'
other type of disability. The -only exceptions are contacts with publiC'health
nursesoand physicaland occupational therapists: Frequency,of contact is espe-
cially higher for: 4mociab workers (91%), clinical psychologists (M), family,
group or individnarthdrapists (60%), recreational therapists and vocational
counselors (56% erCg), genetic counselors (40%), and nutritionists (30%).

Parents.of children with cerebral palsy are the mast likely to have had con-
tact with: speech therapists (94%), physical therapists (94%), and ocpupational

11, therapists '(75%).

There are'no systematic patterns for,parents,of children with epilepsy. 1

...

Family Income %

..., . 't
.

As was true Rim. health care services, the 'elatio nships of family income to utilr
izdtion of social services is cOlplex.

.J

The higher the income,Aim:re likely families were to have had contactwixh:
occupational therapists, eation therapists, genetic cohnselors , and

.
,

iroca-

tional counselors. '', - - .

%

* '

income,
.

Conversely, the.lower t: the more likely families were to have had con-
tact with: physical therapists, public health nurses, house of foster parents, .

and professional hi;memakers. .

+1- 1

4

Middle income families ($15,000 ,to$25,000 annual family income) were least
likely to have had contact with: clinical psychologists, family, group or
individual ihe

,
rapists and nutritionists:

ill
.. - ..,

.

Income was not associated with likelihood 4f contact with speech therapists or
social workers. t. i

r

c
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3. sileaIth Care_ Satisfactions

41,
Substantial majority (86.5%) of parents Satisfied with all current medical pro-

fessionals. Similar level of satisfaction regardless of child's, age or type

of disability, although families with higher income& tended to be more safis- -

90.

fied. (See,Table VII-C)
,

4. -Social Service Satisfactions

Of the families-who were,cUrrently dealing with oneor more of the 13 types of

social service professionals listed (N -194), 90% were satisfied. .

Age of Child

The younger the developmuiely disabled child, the more likely parents were to

be satisfied with socialice professionals (preschool 100%, primary 89%,

secondary 83%, transitional 82% satisfied)...

.Type of Disability

The less severe the mental retardation, the more likely parents were to be'satis-

fied ("Ltd retifidation 100%, moderate retardation 91%, severe or profound retar-

dation 85% satisfied). Parenti of children with other types of disabilities re -

,porglid: cerebral palsy 95%, -epilepsfy 78%, and autism 71; satisfied.

Family Income

There is no relationihip between Ancome and satisfaction with social- service

professionars

909

---
.1

f

97

-
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They respect the person and treat him with uniersanding without

. putting him down.(#288)
V

,

tairents' Evaluations of Medical Professionals

t

91.

My husband and I'were totally satisfied with our pediatrician and

ophthalmologist.Their underAanding, explanations and concern about our

's problem weie very helpful. ,( #95)

. Dissatisfied with cold, impersonal, impatidht, unkind attitude

disrespect foefeelings or right to kindness and concern due to every-

person, handidapped or normal. Told doctors so, firmly and p,tainly,'and

found another.,, He was equally quAlified and poppested or the proper

rapport. (#356)

I was dissatisfied with the pediatrician as I had to really insist"

to get him to test to see if the child had a problem and what the nature e

of the problem was. I * believe that in earlier'stages he (Dr. ,felt I

was being the typical ' ysterical Mother". When he finally agreed to test,

at 'about age 4, which think might have been just to pacify me,/and fo nd

'a problem, I feel he,could have given tore specific diction. The testing

took over,a year to complete -- -their goal beingcau4es and type of disability,

but no on-going service as to what to do now that welve ascertained there is

a problem. In the following years, I think he used the informagiDa we had

gained to increase his own knowledge. All is. not in gain if he ) can

apply his knowledge to oFhercases. (#91) '

A
V

Had child evaluated. and was told he would never Speik, his IQ was zero

and that institutionalization was best. Believe this was an' honest ofFinil,

but child now speaks reasonably well, understands virtuflly everything said

to him, is-almost totally able to care for self and after special schooling

from age 6 to 12 has anIQ of 34; or more (have had.differentevaluations).

Pdrhaps today- this was thirteen years ago--doctors'are more aware of what can

be done,with children with Down's Syndrome. '( #318)

.

. _

l
.

..
, . .

.

.
Modi bad very little real knowledge of the problem of Autism and those

:that aid were o4viouslytrading on knowledge that was et least 20 years old.

Had we received more informed medical help earlier Wtyould be farther along

now in,helping our child. We feel we have been subjected to a. great deal of

medical quac4.ery and literally wasted.thousands of dollars just to get stra

andwirS. (658) ,
. ,

,

.

It took almost 2 years to prove to pediatricians'and family that t tre

was something wrong.. J. was always the last percentile of-normal development.

(#5).

ht

98'
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Parents' Evaluations_ of Social service Professionals

, .

/V I
.

,

1 _ ..
,

.'

.gur child an e--have had the services of a speech therapist, solial '

worker, psychologist, and group therapy as provided by the program our child ,

is in. I myself did not seek:these people out.. They, were provided by the

Special Education District and have proved to be extremely helpful. (#540)

- '-1
/

Have been helpful in.giving materials to read, suggestions fOr helping

development, tests, evaluations, refIrtrals. ( #607) .

-,

.

14.4'

4,
I feel in the short time. my son .bas been ,4n school I, have seen a tme-

mendous Improvement in concentration,.speech, behavior. They were able to

give him-the one-to-one attention. (#001) , I

They alwaft seem to refer to someone elseandthe'buck continues to

be pissed. (#134)
.

loost of, what l' have foUnd out to help my daughter was on my own digging I
and asking question:{., There is not enough help' given to ptirehts-umoStly

parents help each other. (#771) . ,,,,

4
.,

.

. . .

Most of the social service professionals we 5tre associated, with are

from the school that our Child is attending. They are,helpful,,,,encouraging

and set goalS for us a the child to work together with them and to , 1
.......

attain ph& goals. c#37

.
' .,

:,

1

Some are fantasticAnCaeem to care.mtamuch. Others only look in

their books and if child fits in"no category they do nothing for you. At

one time had 7 social workers trying to find school child woul4 fiE into: (0'255) I

,N

. , .

At the Junior High Level thee is not ,enough Speech therapy, there' are,

not enough option'. The systeor seems to serve the very youngadequately but

when it getsto the Junior., High.level the options-are tither for the very low

functioning child or the 2m. bright L.D.7.cavild. The child in the middle is

.

. 0 I
over-looked. (1541) ,.

. ..

.

. '

., .

, ,e -
.

.

They ate human-and-we ask for, want andneed superhuman things when

we have problems. (#397)

( -'''
.

.

.

.
..i,

). w

. 4%

.. . , . .. .

1 Iin
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, Table ?*_I -A

93.
4

Hlth Care Delivery

Parente of children with developmental disabilities often need
to see different kinds of doctors. Which have you tone to see

about yoUr developmentally disabled child? .(rank ordered by

frequenty of contact). it

Have i
Seen

Expect to
See

Do not expect.
to see

. Pediatrician
)

' 88.0%- . 1.0. 10.9 N=2934

. Dentist 78.5% 42.6 8.9 .11=293

"6

. Family doctor (G.P.) 654.5%1 P.7. 32.8 - N=293

1.

Neuologist 63.2% 1.8 35.1 N=282

. Ophthalmologist (eye doctor) 61.2% 10.6 28.2 N=273

Audiologitt (hearing specialist) 59.3% 4.7 3&.0 N=275

. Ear, nose and throat specialist 57.8%
jp c

6.7

1P.

35.6 N=270

8. Orthopediit "37.2% 4.0 58.7 N=247

9. Psychiatrist 36.6%

ir

1.9 61.5, 11=265

t . Obstetr.iaan 26.7% 2.8
i

'70.6 N=21r8

11. Orttoduntist 21.1% 11.3 67.6 1 N=256

12. Oral Surgeon 17.9% 4.5 77.6 N=246

13. Cardiologist (heart specialist) 16.7% 2.0 81.2 N=245

14._ Plastic
40

surgeon . 2.1 .
91.7 N=242
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Table 7IT-B

I

A
94.

4

Social Service Delivery .

1.. . 1

Below is a list of other piofesdionals that parents sometimes con-'

tact. Which have you seen about your developmentally disabled

child? (rank ordered by frequency of contact),
. ..

- , c

(
# Have Expect to Do nett expect

0
Seen See to see

.

1. Speech therapist

2. Social worker

3. Physical therapist

4. Cliacil psychologist

5. Public health nurse

6. Occupational therapist

Recreational therapist
1

'

.$. Family, group or individual

therapist '.

I

9. Genetic course/O4

10. Vocational counselor'
.

11 . Muir it ioniat II

°.

12, House parent or foster parent

.

13. Professional Innienaker

4/ --N.

7845% 5.2 16.3"

56'.8%. 4.3 38.8

52kOZ' 3.6

t

44.4

42.7% 6.7
C

50.6,
.

37.9; 1.5 60.6

33.1%. 14.4 52.5

27.5% 10.4 62.2

19.5% 6.1 74.4

4

15.4% 5.1 78.9/

13.4% 30.0
.5r

i

,

10.1% %.2.8 87.0

I

7.2% 2.4 '96.4

2.8%` 1.6 95.6

N289

P278.

N'.275

N-267
1

N169

'/

NI251

14-246

1

N7247 .11

N250

N248

1
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Table VIIC

95.

Satisfactions with Professionals Currently'.
Being Seen About Child

Aedica/ Professionals. .

Yee

No .

SoCial Service Professionals*

Yes

No

Not seeing any
. :

86.3%

-13.7

N 314

54.9%

6.3

now 38.8

N 317

c

, *This question appeared beneath the question asking
parents about their contact with 13 types of social
service 'professionals (see Table'VII1 for fisting).
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B. --SCHOOLS ARD DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMS

1. Selection of Schools andPrograms

96.

"

School personnel were relied on most heavily by far when parents selected their
children's current school or program, with 62.52 'acting done so and being satis-
fied with the recommendition. About 1/3 were satisfied with recommendations
from social service professionals or doctors, having visited other schools or
programs first, and having contacted organizations. Next in order of utilize-

.
tion for informatibn, about 1/5 of the parents were satisfied with available
literature, recommendations from other.parents of developmentally disabled Chil-
dren, and recommendations from family members and friends. Relatively few re-
ceived recommendations from State officials or religious leadeis. .In general;
parents were overwhelmingly satisfied with whatever source of information they
utilized. (See Table VII-D.)

I

\

The way in which parents go about seeking information when selectihg a school
or program is influenced by demographic factors.

Age of Child

Parents of younger children, especially preschoolers, are less likely to rely
on the recommendations of school personnel (56% of parents with preschoolers
contrasted to over 70% of parents of older children). Parents at preschoolers
are more likely to weed their search for information over-a variety of sources
with doctors, social service professionals, organizations, other parents of devel-
opmentally, disabled children, literature, and family members and friends about ai
likely to be contacted as 'age school personnel. At the opposite end of the age
range,, parents of the oldest transitional (19-21-year-old) children increased
their reliance on organizations, being as likely to contact organizations as
school personnel (over 70% in each case).

Type of Disability

'he more severe the mental retardation, the more likely parents were to seek
informaiion from a variety of sources. Parents of children with cerebral palsy
or autism were similar to parents of severely and profoundly retarded children
in seeking information widely.

Family Income 4
Lower income families were more likely to have obtained information from doc=-
tors, social service professionals, religious leaders, and government officials.

2. Satisfaction with Sckools-and Programs

1

1

In general, approximately 90% of the parents were satisfied with their children's
current school or program, felt the staff were interested in theii children'as.
individualsLapd reported that teachert welcomed them as visitors.' (See Tabl

Ts

VII -E, F and G.)

. 103.
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Interpersonal communication between.bome and school appears to be as are
where relationships could be improved. About 1/2 of the Parents (45.5%)
reported that they did not really know what questions to as at

parents,

placement interview. Whereas approximately 3/4 of the teachers offered'sug-
gestions to parents, only 1/2 asked ptrents for suggestions about how to
handle their children. Efforts to both provide parents with more informa-
tion and to elicit more information from them would help invol'Ve parents
more fully as sembersxUthe team.

The only other birrier to participation in schgol meetings seems to be one
, of logistics, with 40.1% of the parents reporting ,aifficuley in arranging

meetings due to such factors is work schedules,-transportation, and baby-
siqers. This is an area where professionals and parents could work together
to provide cooperative exchanges to facilitati meeting attendance.

TWaographic factors 41d not, seem to exert systematic influenceson satisfac-
tion.

%iv

4)
A
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Parents'E4Z4ences in Findi.4.A Program
98.

for their Developmentally Disabled Child

Very difficult in New Jersey. When we moved to Illinois it seemed'

like a dream. (0358)

While in Grade school my son was put in regular classes with normal

Children. I fou%ht in vain with schools for special classes and was told

it wasn't needed When'he entered high school I,again contacted a counselor

and explained the situation. 'She had him tested and then and only then was

.he finally put'in special classes where he has been extremely happy and has

made slow but STEADY-progress for,the,last 8 years. (#710)

It was relatively simple. She was'tested by a psychologist (which

was suggested by our pediatrician);.and,upon her recommenation to place

our child in the Special'Education prqgrak, we did and have been very pleased

with her progresi ever since. (#095),

It took me many months work and much wasted time andrimoney to have my

child placed in an institution., So mach red tape of forms, questions,

Waiting, state not having facilities available were involved. Caused much

mental strain on entire family axd probably hasteneD my husband's' death. (#257)

.
J. was enrolled at a special education progtkm and after 6 years they

told me they "had no prograM for ..1" for September. This Was in August so

0 they did hot givA me much time to find a place for J. I did put "heat" on

the school district for no programs directly for J., so they "threw him out".

We had to settle fot a school that we felt did not meet J's needs and sail

doesn't! (#641)

I haven't found what I hOped for and don't guess I will. There don't

seem_ro'be anything for a child like mine. It isn't evafair but that is

just the way it is. I don't even want to talk about it. I tried'to find

help, but haven't-iiit what I want yet. I want therapy and lots of ,iti but,

can't get it. (#650)
. .1

a.

Started a class (patents own expense) for 3 to 7 year 'olds. As a

vdlunteer-,--tOt retarded children's society to take over cost and provide

rooms for this class and increase-age to 10 years (parents subsidized $10.00

per week and provided vin transportation). At 11 started at his present

resialential/day care privy !school. School district special education paid

part(and provided transpor tion. We paid $110 per month. Now under new

bill and fully paid for 01 Oar plus 8 weeks at summer school. Son will

be 21. this year and will attend same school on a day basis at parent's ex4,

pens All dree shave been very regarding experiences and have Made many

true iends along the way. 0642Y 'N

We were unable to find any program fot our child until he was five

years. Wevis!Ohe could have gotten help earlier; he's in an excellent pro-

gram now at the-gride school-level, but I'm very concerned about the prograp

in 'high school. (#002) ,/
1 0 5
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cable VII-D

Before yot enrolled Pour developmentally disabled child in.his/ber

current school or program, did you do any of the following? (rank

ordered by frequency of effort to exercise Choic0.

Yee,
glad,

Yes, not
helpful

No, wish
I had

4,

Not

necessary

N=364

27=29

1. Rely on the recommen-
dation of school per-
sonnel. 62.5%

-2.4tely on the recommen-
dktion of another pro-
fessional (for example,
social worker). 33.2%

8.e

6.2

0. 1 28.6

58.2 .

3. Rely on the recammen-
f dation of a doctor. 31.3%. 6.5 2.0 60.2 N=294

4. Visit at least one
other school or pro-
gram first. 30.5% 7.5 5.5. 56.5 N=308

5. Contact an organiza-
tion specifically con-
cerned with-your child's
disability. 28.8% , .7.1 11.5

&

52.5 N=295

6. Read any materials
about options ,which

might beiieilable. ."20.8% 12.3 12.6 54.3 N=293

7. Ask for or receive any
re-Commendations from
other paren, of de-
velopmettally disabled
children. 18.4% 5%4' 6.1 70.1 N=294

8. Ask for or retiVe
any recommendations
from other family mem-
bers or friends. ,-- 17.6% 8.4 1.4 72.6. 17=296

9. Ask for or receiv t any'
advice from a rsod
working in.4 govern-
ment office. 5.7% 3.7 3.4 87.2 R=296

10. Ask for or receive any
recommendations from a

rabbi, priest or'mjnis-
ter. 3.4% 2.7 1.7 - 94.2 N=295

I
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Table 71I-E
ins all, how satisfiedare you with

or program?

11.

Satisfied

miiia feelings

Dissatisfied

'100.

chilli's current school

88.0%

5.7

6.3

N=317

Table 711-F

4

'4

4 .)

Feelings about the interview or staffing among the parents who gent

4 - forsuch,* meeting before their children were placed iz their. nurrent

. school 'or educational program:.

I ftlt the staff was interested'in.
our child as-en individual.: r

.

I Xelt iy child.and'I were being
evaluated.

I did not really know what quer:
tions to ask about the program.

I could not really understand what
was being said.

Agree Uncertain Disagree '

. 92,9% 4:2

56.4% 15.415.4

)1' 45.52 12.5

12,67 5.7

Table VII-G
Belo* are some things parents say abaki.Smeeting with their develOP-

mentally -disabled child's;teacher(s). Do you agree or disagree?

N=283

28.2 N=266

N

42.1 N=264

81:6 M=261
AP

The teacher(s) welcame(s) you to visit
your child's classroom or program.

The teachers) offir(s) suggestions
to you on how to handle your child.

The- teacher(s) ask(s) you for sugr
lions on how to handle your child.

It is difficult for the to arrange
'meetings (for example, because of work,

Agree Uncertain Mawr.

92.61 3.9,

72.3% 5.3

1.3% --5.6

22.3

43.1

Nt310

.'
N,300

N"302

schedule,. transportation, babysitters). 40.1% 57.7 N=307

Thf teacher(*) has/have'little to of$er r

males a parent. 5 10.0% 8.3 81'.7 N=361:

Such meetings are usually.unpleasant. 5.6% 5.6 , 88.9 N=304
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1. -Femily-centered Activitie
41

lo.
.- r;

,

-\
. .

A
The gteat jority of children are included in'ellyday family activities.

. -Childrenare more likely-to be excluded? or'tbe.fillily as a unit is less
;,",;. likely to participate, when acelVities Witild require group participation

16a-dcheduled-duration (i.e., going to novies,4042orts events,:or religious
. . ,seivi4e's).. (See fable VII -1) -

. .

. s. .

..-,: Age of Child influenced only one ofthe 7 family activities about which parents
reported. Families of younger children weremore likely to take walks, go to
the beach or park, or simila activities (see item #9) than were families, of
older children (99% with preschool or priiary age children compared to 88%.

,with adolescent childred). . .

101

P

.C. RECREATION-AND LEItUitt

I.

Type pfDisability. Severely and profoundly retardedchildreA Ueidliess likely. .

, to be included in family activities.

Family Inaome* The only family activity influenced by income was.relig4us par:-
46ipation.-2 Lower income families tiho.participated in church or temple were
M6re likely#tOinclu#e .their deallopmeitally disabled' children.

t '- #t
47".....

',.,- ... . %

`:-\\,.199ring.the fine develkinedifil

days; they are most likely to b
'TV, followed by socializing wi

I.

,

dioabled children are at home on.regulat week
Iftilvedin paAsive activities such aa'watching
other family members., helping around the home,

and developmental activities. We!ei.few beim no real activity.- (See Table VII-I.)

.....-
li

,.' Pattern of,involvenent is .not affectedb age of child or family income.
,- r\ ., ,...

TYpe of Disability. As might. be expedt severely and proroundly,retardedilhil-
dren'and children with,cerebrIl palsy ess likely to be involved in detelop-
tentalactivitiei or doing household chores.

I 4°
. ii0

%
4 A 2.- Community-centered Activities ' :

.. . . .

Although: parents feel special recreation prbgrans, social events and clubs are'
important for the community6d that their children woulddo better ina special
recreation program, than in a regular program, 2/5 retort that they do not use or

s need special recreation programs for their own children (see Table VII -J).

foi special recreation for one's own children is influenced'by
type of d sabilit,y:and family income. Parents of mildly retarded children and
thqse witk higher family incomes are less likely to report a personal need.

, .

'Few group have more leisure time than the developmentally disabled. .Often free
_tips is forded upon them due to lack of planned opportunities. In this respect,
it may be of concern that less than 1/3 are involved with Organized youth grouP.3
an4ionly slightly more than 1/3-have ever gone'to a summer camp progrOn. (See
Utile VII -R.)
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Baldw Are some activities families bight do together. Does your

olevelopmentally disabled child do, the following with mu? (rank

Ordered by frequency of family involvemelit)

,Child does Cfind does not Family does

with family ,do with family not do

1. Go for rides in the
family car
A

2. Visit friends or
relatives

3. Take walks, go to beach,

or park, or similir

activities

4. Eat away from. home (for ,

W
erompLe, ice cream parlors.,

hamburiger stands, or

restaurants)

5. Match TV,

'6. Go Wmovies, concerts,
pays, sports events, or
similar activities

7. Go to church or temple (in-

' clud Sunda School ,

'Table 7:T.71

96.6% 1.8

95.6% , 4.4

91.4% 5.4

90.2%. 6.9

.1%1 11.3

65.2% 24.5

56.3% 17.3

,Na319

0.0 N=318

3.2 N=315

2.9 N..317

1.6 No318

10.3 N=319.

26.4 N -318

During therime your, developmentally disabled child is at hofte'on a ,

..regular weekday, ha; is she/he usually doinebefors going to bed?

'(rank.prder'ed
lvement in activity; 38 families excluded where

child does no home).

-

1: Watching 'TV or lieteningto

Often Sometimes

Hardly
Ever

radio or record player. ' 72.5% 18.6 8.9 N -280

VI'.

2. Playing with brothers and sis-

' tars or other children. '51.3% 28.4 20.3 Wo275

3. Activities Witt parents (for ex,-

games,eading, talking). 50.9% 37.7 11.4 No273

4. Helping around home (for example

taking out trash, setting table,

sweeping, feeding pets). 28.8% 30.3
o

40.8 N -274

5. Working on developmental skills,

doing homework, or reading. 18.1%. 37.4; Nio265'

6. Wandering aimlessly; no read/`

activity.
5.9% 19.8 74.5 N -258

100

a
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Table 77:1-J

\
103.

Special Recrektion

Not

Adequate Expand or Offer Necessary

hate according to hew.im-
portant it is to expand
or offer . . .

Special recreatidnal pro-
grhms 26.5% 70.9 2.6 N..306

Social events and clubs
.(including dances and
part, i) 22.1% 67.5 '10.4 N-289

'My child would do better in

A special recreation pror
teem than in a regular pro-

gram.

Do you use .b.
Special recreational prb-'

grams?

Agree Uncertain Disagree

73.47. 14.0 12.6 1300

Yes

25.7%

. No, but would No f do not

like to need

43.0 N- ,O7

;

Table VlIvIC

I

O

Youth Gioups and Camps

;

.

Is your developmen Ily disabled child involved

with as prga gioup (for example,

% Yes

.youth

Scouts, YMC , church group)? 28.2% N-316

Is the group especially for developmentally

disabled cluildren? 70.2% N=.84

your child ever gone to a summer camp ram? 38.2% N=323

Were the camps especially for devielopme ally

diiibled children? ff 79.7% N-1r8

110,
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D. RESIDENTIAL OPTIONS

104. =.

Of thsfaiillee ie.oqr 'apple, 48.had children who were or had been in resiz-

denciar placement.70if these, 26 families(54.2%) had childre; who had been

in more than one rati4dentAal plaCement% (SealTabIe

r
.0f.the 22 families whose children had been in Only one residential placement,
5 had tbdir childlen back at-hoMe at the time they responded to the survey

questionnaire. Thus,N total of 31 families had experienced a transfer from
a,residential facility (5 to the families' homes and *to another residen-
titl facility).

Transfers occurred as a. result of :e new facility becoming available-Cftukegan
'Delfelogmental Center) and'associated dissatiafactions with previous facilities.

Cost of-care way nqt (See Tibre VII -M.)

I
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Parents' Evaluations of Residential Placements
. . '

ft is a pleasure to have our son closer' to,home.. (4258)

;

Child was merelytaredfOr physically afid his'sociai, physical, and

speech devilopient were retarded because of poor pnviro ent "stimulation"

and no individual hove and attention. (#285)

I'could not be more

There is.soae frustration
fIlled,the center at full

add transfers. (#256)

satisfied with thelpersonal Caie.nyson is getting.

with state bureaugacylt a higher le461,...Tileir.

capacity quickly. lirow they talk abdut cutbAki

, . .

.

We were afraid until this year that tirS school doors would close be- t'

1
cause of the lack of,funds to stay open. I d others involved with the

school umnt:it reopened for thf;se over 21,. e want to keep the school opened-

for the care k--of these people for a "lifetime' j,. (0286)
...

i

I
1

I feel my child is tappy in a residenti#1 facility. I only wish it

could be ?immanent. (#252) '' , i4 *
7

When residential 'placement is needed, it 'xis better to place' e child

in a facility as close'to home as possible; kee10, the child hone as ng as

possible, but not too old for a satisfactory adjustment tp the facility. (#659)

'

Placement enables m' child to progress because of the rhythm in her

life. Living at hoi"e would constantly alter any routine and would interrupt

her learning ability. 'Size ie another big consideration since she-is getting

too large for me alone to dandle for any length of time. (#774)

K. will be placed soon. ,I did not think there were'other alternatives

in the community. My doctq told me it was for thebest. There were no

openings in the day programs I investigated. I thought it was best for my

child. I thought it was best'for my family. ( #398)

There,iiSometimesa lack of proper care and supervision because of

serious staff shortage. (No funds available to pay better and/or hire more

aides.) As caring farents, "We, are not kept informed of proceduresin the

medical and dental care." ( #651

1,12
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Table 71141
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Row" many resi3ential placements has your child been in?

1 One 45.8%

Two 37:5
0

Thrie 14.6

Four 2.1.

N"48

Parents' reasons for pransf erring their child, to another residential

facility. (rank ordered by,frequency of reason given for transfer, N"31)

I- 2 yes

1. A nmw facility was built orope;ed. 38.7%
.-

2. = felt she/he was not Making ariy-progress, 38.7%

3. I felt she/he was not receiving a4equate.care. 35.5%

4. She/he was evaluated as needing a different Aogram. 35.5%

5. She/he was evaluated as being able to benefit from a laps

restrictive environment. 19.4%

6. Became too old for then previous facility. 16.1%

7. I could afford a more expen*ive facility:
3.2%

8. Our family moved.
3.2%

9. The previous facility became too expensive. - 0.0%

113
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E7. SERVICE NEEDS AND SATISFACTIONS

,p. Personal Support Networks

Significant others, both primary groat, nembets and professionals, are utilized
to meet the day-to-day management needs of caring for developmentally disabled

children. (See Table-VII-C)

Child (day) 'Care. Personal resources -- family, 'friends and paid sitters --are

more likely to be used and perceived as necessary than are community resources;
aftersahool day caze or rdspite care. Although needs are highest for younger

children, over 1/2 o the families Still use family.andlriends as babysitters
for their adolescent children; approximately 1/3 still use paid sitters. All 4

types, of child /day care arrarremetts are used most frequently by families whose

children ate the most severely disabled (those with severe and profound reberada--

tion, cerebral palsy, and autism). The higher the family income, the more all

4 types ofs.are are used.

Household- Maintenance. Household assistance is relatively unavailable for the

10% of families who report that they need the service.

Self-Help/Therapeutic..1Approximately 1/2 'of families desiring self-help or pro-
fessional counseling are cutrently using these services.' The younger the devel-
opmedtally disabled child, the more likely parents are *to report that they use
or would like to use both services, the informal and the professional.. This
could reflect either a le'arning effect, so that less support is necessary over
time, or changing patterns of awareness and service .availability. Parents. of

children with cerebral palsy and autism are most likely to use or want to use
informal rapsessions; the reported need for professional counseling ii not,
affected by the type of child's disability. Family income is not associated

with the reported need foreithersservice.

Information. There is a paucity of information sources utilized by.familief311111P'

reporting such a need. The greatest need' reported is for a parent manual

(which became one of the pro'ducts from this research project); closely fol-
lowed by.the need for a referral service (undertaken by the Family Support
Dnit attpuntryside Center for the Handicapped the year following distribution
of the Survey questionnaire). Relative],y high unmet needs are also reported

for am ombudsman, and for professional and informal crisis lines. Age of child

was associated only with need for an ombudsman and for a referral service. Re-

ported need for an ombudsman increased withtage of child, whereas need for a,
referral service was reported highest by parents,of the youngest and oldest ;

children. The more severe the mental retardation, the more likely parents were
to report_ needs for',411 5.types of information sources. Needs for information

sources reported by parents of children with cerebral palsy and autism were
similarto those reported by parents of the severely, and profoundly retarded.

Z. Community Support Networks , 4110

L*.... .

Parents reflect pessimism or at least uncertainty regarding continued Support Or
expansion of community, funding of services for the tieveloppentally disabled...3,-

, .

I
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Thisris not sutpTising given the general climate of increasing cos:;,-fix-
,

Payetiviailurexo support rate increases which. would maintain curr t levels'

of services, declining school enrollments, and lay-offs of educational per -

%re Table VII

Parents' future goals for their developmentalfq disabled children are more
child-centered than-concerned with mode of service delAveryi(see Table VII -P).

This finding is similar to that for parents' Priorities for educational programs
(aft Tale IV-D). . . . , \

foride variety of community services are necessary to provide family support',
educatiOnal and diagnostic programs, liying alternatives, and general commun-

ity acceptance. Of 19 specific services .; identified, only special education
pr9grams here perceiyed is adeeuate by as many as 50% of parents. Looking at

the need for services anotheriway, less-than 1/5 perceived any of the 19 speci-
fic services ai unnecessary. .(See Table VII -Q.) -

.

Ilanaly Support. 'Family support services --babysitters, crisis 1 ties, referral,
services, respite care,'homemaker/home -health aides, and counselOg --a per-
ceived as extremely necesealx but woefully inadequate, Only parent or family

counseling services were perceived as adequate by as many as,1/3 ofipi nts,

with the other 5 specific services. identified perceived as adequate by, 0% or

less. Conversely, only homemaker/honk-health aides were perceived as unneces -

eery by as many as 20% of parents, with the remainder.perceived as unnecessary

by leas than 10%. Parents of older(chrldren, of children with more severe dis-

abilities, and with higher family incnmes,were more likely-to favor etpansion

of family support. services.

tducationelsand Diagnostic Services. Edicational and diagnostic services are

also cmrceived,as xtrembly necessary, but as more adequate than family sup-

port kport services. A ter schoelday care is seen as the area where increased avail -
:ability is moetneeded (by 82.0% of Perents), and this is particularly the case
for parents ,of ,younger children. The 'bore severe, the disabifity,Athe greater

the perCeived need for all four services listed.',Family income is not,systema-
tically associatdd with perceived need foi eduCatIonal and diagnostic services.

lor

Living Alterdatives. ApProxiMately 3/4 of parents perceive a need for-expansion
of Community living facilities, residential facilities, and foster homes. Nurs -

ids home alterndtives are perceived as most adequate (by 16:0% Of parents) but
even here approximately 2/3 of'parents perceive a need far increased availability.

Parentsdof transitional (19 -'to 21-year-old) children, those who are most likely

tc) have an immediate geed to look for alternatives, report the greatest need to

increase availability. The mote severe their children's disability,' the greater

---he parents' perceived need for increased living alternatives. In general,

parents with higher fin/1y incomes perceive the greatest need for expansion of

all 4 types of living alternatives; parents with law family incomes (less than
$15,000 per year) similarly Perceivea ereater need; but for.increased avail-
ability of foster care only. ,..

115
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'.1

,`
' General Community Services. Architectural adjustments,Iliews med4 coverage,
and expansion of- library acquisiLons are identified ma the priority.areas
for service expansion. geligioui services and "speciaViransportation are per-
ceived as more adequate, but even here over 2/5 of listqnts report a necessity
for expansion. The more sebere their childrel's disabilities, the more'likely
,pirents are to perceive it necessary to expand services. 'Perception of need
is not ass crated with age of child or family income.

4

4

41.
44'
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Table VIIvN
Peraonal Sources of Support

110.

and Needs.

Do you use any of the following rto help you take care of youldevelop-
.

mentally disabled child?

Yes

%Child (da) Care

Babysitting provided' by family

and/or friends?

Paidiabysitters?

After school day care?-

Respite care proiided by a

residential facility?

iousebold Maintenance

I
Regular paid domestic help?

7.0%

1.3%

Visits by a homemaker/home-health

aide?
2:7f

,,iSelf-HeAp/Therapeutic

'Rae sessions with other parents

of developmentally disabled

children? 32.5%

Parent counseling and guidance?'; 17.7%

Information

An informal "crisis line" with

other, parents of developmentally.
disabled children to provide sup-

port in an emergency? 519%

'

A "crisis line" supported by the

State for contacting the nebessary

professionals in an emergency? 3.6%

A referral service funded by the

State to provide help in finding

services and Irograms when, needed? 9.8%

An ombudsman to investigate cam-

plaint, about services for the

developmentally disabled?

A parent manual that wbuld iden-

tify local, state, and national
servicasirailable and suggest

ways to Allis* them?

4

,4.3%'

11.7%

No, but mould
like to

No, do not
need

s., .14

5.7 28.6 1*315

6.1 46.8- N-310

11.3 85.0 N.301

13.6 79.5 N102

11.8 86.8 N-304

7.0 90.4 YY301

, 25.6 A 42.0 N305

22.6 59.7 N305

015

30.7 ' 63.4/
.

N0306

U

40.4 5%.4 .146305

55.2 35.'6 ...e".'14306

40.5 55.3 ///N304.

61.8 26.5 Nb309
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Table VI/r0 (1

4
Community Funding

L.

How w. illing do you feel your com-

munity is to continue funding the

existing level of services for the

developmentally disabled?

.How willing de,you feel your com-
muniiy is to idcrease funding to
expand services?

Willing' Uncertain Unwilling

Table vII,P

51.7% 39.5' 8.8 M..299

24.5% 56.3 19.2 N -318

Parents have different goals for their developmentally disabled child.

Would you'agree or disagree that the following are important for your

child's future? (rank ordered by,frequency with'which goals thought

important)

. It is important that our child
be'happy and content.

Ak

2. Our child should be encouraged
to reach the limitt of his/her

abilities.( .

,

. It is important that our Chil d

live normally'(or as normally
as possible)..

4. It is important-that our develop-
mentally disabled child be as-

sured of a secure lifelong place-

ment%

Agree Uncertain Disagree

99.1% 0,6 0.3 N-322

97.8% 1.6 0.6 N=321

97.5% 1.9 0.6

,

tr-
N-320

80.8% 10.2 N -313
.

sit
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Table VT/-0

'112.

Sbme parents are more satisfied than others with the services that are

available to developmentally disabled children in their community. .

Thinking of your community, please rate the sluices below according to

how important it is to expand or offer them: (rank ordered by need to

expand or offer within each type of service)
'

Adequate

Expand
or Off et

-

Dot
Necessary

N=291

N'.292

N=296

H=257

N=283

N=304

_i/

Family Supt

92.5

88:7

86.8

.

82.1

74.2

63.2

,

5.2

5.5

. 2.7

8.9

19.8

4.3

1. Babysitters trained to handle de-

velopmemtilly disabled children 2.4%

2. Crisis lines for parents In times .

of stress .1.5.8%

$.

3. Community referral service for legal,

medical, and financial neels 10.5%

,

A. Respite care , 8.9%

*

5. Homemaker/home-health aides 6.0%

de
6. Parent or family-counseling., ,

services ' . 32.6%

Educatidnal/Diagnostic

.

8i:0

66.5

65.1

49.1

14.1

3.8

3.6

0.0

P.284

1.Z90

N=303

N=316

1. After school day care 3.9%

2. Early intervention programs 29.7%
.

3. Diagnostic services and clinic 31.4%

4. Special education programs 50.9%'

Living Alternatives C
75.7'

74.8

71.9

65.1

10.2'

10.7

17.8

18.9

N=284

N'289

1:1=281

N=281

1.'Community living facilities 14.1%

2. Residential facilities .
14,5%,

3'.' Foster homes 10.3%

4.
4

Nursing homes 16.0%

General Community

'

,

89.3

88.4

70.7

55.1

41.0

3.1

3.7

5.9

14.4

6.0

N=292

N=294

N=290

N=2'92

N=302

1. Architectural adjustments made lo

that it is easier for` disabled

-
.people to getaround - . 7.5%

'2. Public educationconcerning develop-
mental disabilities in the news media 7.8%

3. Reading materials-in libraries on
'child'. disability 23.4;

.
4-Church seL r:Ces 30.5%

Y ,

5. Special buses or vans 43.0%
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A. ATTENDANCE.

Parent groups are the single'most important factor behind 'the progress made

in recent years in the rights of handicappedfc ldren. In Lake County, and
across the country, parents were the fir ponsor educational programs

-for their handicapped children. They fought get the public school dis-

tricts to accept their children as students. Since federal legislation
`k...., (Public Law 94-142) mandates education r all handicapped children three

to twenty -one'years old, parent group e taken on the role of monitoring .,' .

-the existing educati, residentia d4ocational programs. Parents now
work to change program g -;..../ Starting new programs. Parents remain
an Untapped resource, h8wever. Many parents are willing to take an active
role in their children's education because they re ize they are the only,

pereon,who are in for the duration. "-They-may hesi
It
ate to.do so becaUse "

thevrack terPersonal experience in organizational involvement, feel
,

activitie due to family demands. It is up to profissionals and xisting
`overwhelme% byProfessional-expertise, or have difficulty scheduling community

parent groups` to learn how to engage this willing but underuti lized group
.,

i for the benefit of ,all the developmentally disabled. . '

. .

Apart fro ,individual parent-teacher staffings, almost two-thirds of parents
bad atten ed meetings at which other parents were present (Table VIII -A).
About one-half were currently members of parent groups nr organizations
related to developmental disabilities and one-sixth had ever held any
electivor appointed office in such a group (Table'VIII -8).

,Willingness or unwillingness to participate in parent groups raises ale
question of what-barriers to participation exist: Out of a list of 7
reasbna commonly given for nonattendance,the logistical problem of
arranging for babysitters br transportation was reportedas a barreir far
more often than negatiVelfeelings about aspects of the meetings them-

'k, selves. (See Table VIII -C.) This finding'is similar to that-for meetings
' with teachers wee Table VII -G). .,

\ ,

For many parents, 'a natu'al process begins with the identification of
their child as developmeatallY disabled. What starts as self-awareness
grows into group social artion., First comes the sharing of common ECM-.
cerns and information, wi h 1/3 of the parents having1 participated in
group counseling and educe ional groups and,another'1/3 who repokt a
needfor these group exper ences (see items ranked.#1 -2', Table VIII -D).

', Next comes organization to rk for expanding and improving community
services as well as fOr t ights.and dignity 'of all developmentally
disabled persons. Fewer`pa is have ectively_taken this next step with
16.2%.having participated on governing or advisory 'board and 12.4%
having worked with a political. advocacy group (see items ranked #3-4).

'--- There is a considerable untapped potential here with approximately va ,
of thirparents interested in taking this next step into community action .

(31.2% have not, but would like 'Co,"participate'on a governing or ad-
visory board, and 38.1% in a political- advocacy group).

,

41.
.

Age of ,Child. The younger the child, the more likely parents,were
.

>

to have
attended more than four eetings in the past.year.,'Parents of preschool-
age children were most 1 kely to have attended more than four meetings
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per year (46%) while parents of transitionel-agd children were least

(18Z). IA is the'parents'of younger.children who are both more likely

have participated in
in doing so if them, haye not yet participated. Conversely,

parents

angreducetional groups, and to be

parents of older children are71:ss likely to have participated anigtoplan
to do so. ORithe other haid,tage of child does not affect participation /-

.

or interest In governing boards or political advocacy groups.
. ,

Type of Disability. The more tvere the disability the more likely parents.,
are to attend ieetinge often, and to maintain membership in groups or'

organizations. Parents of Mildly retarded childregiare far more likely
never to have attended meetings (51%) and not to age cdcrent eembieshill
in parent groups or organizations (80%). Similaily, the more severe the
disability, the more likely parents are to have participated or to want to

i
participate in all four types of. parent groups.

Family Income. Parentswith higher famt y incOmes are more likely to
.

attend meetings more often, maintain cter t memberships and to become
.

officets. Parents with higher family incomes are also more likely to
have participated in all four types of partnt groups. Parents with
lower family incomes are more likely not to. have participated, but do '....)

want to- till so. Family income is not systematical)ry related to unwillingness,

to participate.

roimowt---
AMP

111

4
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41" Parents' Comments About Parent Gro

4#

117.

.

I felts' great need for.the support of such a group from-birth to agd

' '6. Now,-Iitamore comfortable. / feel that with taproblems ofadoles-
'centwlall need the group agains evould like to see some sort of group

living available in, the community for a greater number of the retarded with

meaningful work available. I fgel that the parent groups must wor'kwtoward

this constantly. Vuovid.like the service of respite care. 0355)

If in Spanish would very much like to attend, but they are all in

English (Don't understand too good.). (#060)

<
-4 Most parent groups need a lot of iwolvement and time to accomplish

anything significant. Mdst people have other commitments and responsibilities
which also require time and interest! This Conflict.leads to inadequate'

participation. (#314)

'411-
.

.

It 'is hard to find' extra time. My husband and I work full-time. We

rely a great deal on the printed information from the sehool,ant organizations

that rerteo our child: We take full advantage of actiities offered our

child. .
ut seldom participate ourselves. (#348) . x

. ...,
, ...

.

sure transRortation poses serious problems to many people. Also,

pdople uncomfortable with their dev. disabled child have many negative feelings:

meeting in public plates (embarrassment) or facility (too close to child).(#263)

44=

;0.

The best things about parent groups are: 1)'the ratosessions between '

parents --you are not alone; 2)' Parent Power- -the ability of an organized group

to initiate and support' special programs. It seems to be necessary to con- ...-7

stantly monitor special programs or they're eliminated or altered in a nega - .

tivi manner. (#00b
0

f

-41h

Parent-groups are great if you are objective enough to overldok peraon-

alities. Sometimes the parents have so many hang-ups it is difficult for me

to realize they are not just feeling sorry for themselves 'and are sincere in

wriRing to better the dhild!s future. (#336) .

mr
..

...
.

.,
Too many of the pafeptea have met

,

seem unwilling or unable to p the

1 or organization helping their child. They seem to expect soeeEhing

no effort. Other parents work exceedingly hard, so hard they exclude other
'Sc
fo
social activities. -only a few seta able to achieve a middle ground as opposed .

to extremes. (0753).

123
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Table VII/ A

During the past year, how often have you attegded
meetings *elated to developmental disabilities at,which

`there were other parents present?

I never attended any 34.8%

Between 1 and 4 meetings a year 35:4

More than 4 meetings, but less than'once a month 12.0

- .

On an average of,Nonce va month 10.2

,More than once a month /1 7.7

411

IP
4

N = 325

Table 'VIII B 41.

Membership Activity

Are you currently a member of a parent dp or.
Organization relatedto developmental disabilities?

Do you'now hold, or have youjer held, any elective
or appointed office in such a group?

% Yes
(N = 328)

48.3%

.17.1%

12:4

AILY

s
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Table VIII -C

t

do?

11.9.

.

ListgA below are a number of reasons parents. have given
us'fornot'ketending meetings with other parents who

have children with developmental disabilities.
'Do,-you agiee illidisagree with these reasons?

(Rank ordered by frequency,for not attending meetings)

'Agree Uncertain Disagree -

N = 305

N = 305

32.8%

17.7%

7.5

15:4
4

59.6

66.9

15.3% 17.2 67.5 N = 308

12.12 14.3 73.6 N = 307

8.7% 16.8 74.5 N = 309'

8.6% 17.1 74.4 N = 304

6.8Z 12.3 80.9 'N = 310

04!

1. It is difficult -far 'ms to arrange

for babysitterdtor transporation.
*

2. It is -a wasteof.time to go to
patent meetings because they
never seem to

'talk

about things
related to my child.

3. It is a waste,df.time to go to
iarent meetingf because the real
decisions are made elsewhere.

4. I do novfeel comfortable with
the kind ,of people who attend.

4110

5. I do not like to go to pate& -

meetings Whet they,are held 5.4
a public place, such as 'a
community centeror library.

The people Whdrun the patent
meetings, do tot'iseem to care

About me.
, .

7. I do nOt like to,go td parent ,

meetings when they are held in
my-developmentally disabled
child's school.

.,
.

'1
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Table VIII -D

0

120.

Nowadays there are different types of parent groupt.

Row do you'feel about participating in the types of parent groups'listed below?

(Rank otdered by frequency of participation)

Have Haven't-- Heven't--

Partici- would dozet

gated like to plan to

. Group counseling (where parents
meet to discuss their attitudes
and feelings toward their
developmentally disabled child). 38.8% 30.9

2. Educational group (dealing with
techniques of child rearing apd
developient is related to
developmental dVabillties). 32.1% . 39.1

3. Governing or advisory, board
(dealing with the administra-
tion of an organization ort
facility for the developmen-
tally dfsabled). 31.2

4. Political advocac' groupf
16.2.%

(wotking to expand options and
services,fOr the developmentally
disabled). 12.4% 38.1,

30.3 N = 317

'28.8 N = 312

52.6 N = 308

49.5 307

4
* .
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121.

B.',EANGE or .tixvtrixs

At first, parents artipsuaLly preoccupiAl with their own Children. Later,

many come to the realization that programs die or will be cut back if they

do not work for the rights.e.Wdignity of all" developmentally disabled

persons in their community, state, and. whole nation. Parents' organizations

hive developed. through'shartn5 comqon concerns, setting up their own

fadilities, to becoming thoroughgoing advocates. Parents can become in-

',Caved in parents' organizations in man ways --in the administration of

programs,' by starting new programs, and dvocating tor the legal rights

of their child and handicapped persons in general.

1. Political Activities

Few of the parents in our sasple-have been involved ik the typical, political
4' activities which influence loc, state, and national policies concerningal

. the.developmentally disabled (Table VIII-E). More have taken individual

action 427%have voted for candidattn the basis of rights for the
developmentally disabled and 32% have written letters to government officials)
than havemede a public commitment (12% have attended political meetings

and 9% haves worked actively fora candidate). But the moat striking finding

As that a majority of parent's iie willing to undertake individual action
ind public commitment although they have not-yet done so. This' represents

an untapped resource of considerable magnitude.

Age of Child. In general, parents of Elder'childrenwere more likely to
have engaged in individual and pUblid political activities. Parents of

.younger Idrenwere more likely to be.Willing to be engaged in the
individual types of political activities, that is, voting and writing

/letters. ever, there was no association between age of child and parents'

willingness to attend political meetings. And, it was the parents of

older Children who were more likely to be.willing to work actively for

a candidate who supports the rights of the developmentally disabled.

'Type of Disability. tarents of chfrdreifivith autism and with severe and

.
profouid retardation are the most likely td have engaged in political
activities or to be'willing to do "o.. Parents of children with cerebral

palsy,- epilepsy, and moderate mental retardation are intermediate. Parents

of children with mild-retardation report themselves as unlikely to do these
.activities. 'EVen among parents of children with mild retardation, only
one-quarter report' that they are unlikely,toNrote or write letters and
two-fifths, that they are unlikely to attend- meetings or work for candidates.

F
. '

1 Income: The relationship between income and political activities

sosiplex. Parents of high-income families are more likely,eo have

ged in the.individual types of political activities m416 have attended

,tica'

meetings. They lose, the least likely group to vote .

fo a candidate solely in'terms of, candidate's support for the rights,

of developmentally disabled. Intgeneral, parents of lower-income families

Are mere-likely to be willing to engage in individual types of political

.127.
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activities and to attend political meetings although not having previously

done so. .

ft, 2. P
4 1 -

t Group Activities

Parents were more likely to knowthat parents' groups were involved with
supporting their children's programs (see items 1-4, Table VIII-F) thin to
be Anvolved in filling the gaps in the service delivery system (see items
5-7). Even Sn the most visible areas'of parent group activities, self
help through thd socialization of new parents and wotkink as volunteers
with'the',011dren, fully onejquarter of the parents did not knot; whether

or not Went groups were involved. The level of ignorance rises to
include almbst one-half of the parents concerning knowledge about parent
group efforts tp fill service gaps. Sincetall of the programs have news-
letters thisfihding indicates that a means must be established to.
communicatethis type of information or to make it salient. Parents are
more'likely to become involveddin the types of activities they know abgpt
(self-help, volunteer work with the-chUdrea, and public relations). '-
However, parents are Less likely to be involved in in-house activitiei
(f#em 4) than one"would predict from their awareness of the parent groups'
involvement in that activity. .

Age of Child. In general, parents of older children are more likely to'

know about parent grout activities and to become involved themselves.'

Type of Disability. In general, parents of children with d,retardation

are much less likely to know about all parent group activi ies,or to become
.involved.% t

Family'Incone. The higher the family:income the more likely parents are to

knor about parent group activities and to become involved themselves. The

relationships were all linear and all were statistically significant.

6

1
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Table VIII -II

, 123.
#

.

Listed below are political activities iii which some parents
of developmentally disabled children are involved. .

Have you dome, or would you be willing to do, the following?

I

Vote for a candidate you thought would
volt for the rights of the developmentally
disabled regardless of.the Candidate's

Have Willing Unlikely
Done to do to do

party or position on other lashes. 27.3%

Write lett6rs to goverhment oi(ficials
to influence legiiiation for the
develJpientally dffigabled. _31.9%

Attend pOlitical meetings to find ?ut
candidates' positions on the right of
the developmentally disabled. 12.2;

Work 'actively for a candidate who
supports the rights of the developmen-
tally disabled (for example, passing out
leaflets, displaying a campaign poster). 9.1%

129

55.6 17.0 = 311

53.0 .-15.0 N = 313

54.0 _ 33.8 N = 311

50.8 40.1 N = 309
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Table VIII -F

. 0!
-^". N,,/ .-

k

124,

Listed h.:low are some activities related to programs for the
"developmentally disabled in which parent groups.are involved.

We would lite to know: 1) if there is a parent group associated
with your child's program which is involved in these activities;
and 2) if you are involved in them. Plisse note that this means

you will have to answer twice for each activity, onee.for.the

parent group and once for your involvement.

,
(Rank ordered by known parent group involvement.)

\l'erent Group
Is Involved

(N = 308)

I Am or Have
Been Involved.

(N = 314)

Don't

Yes . No Know % Yes

1. Socialization of new parents (for
example, sharing your own experi-
.entes).

2. Working.with che children in the
program (for example, volunteer,
99a mother, teacher aide).

3. Outreach to the community (for
exaMple, lobbying, fundraising,
obtaining media coverage, presenting
educational programs about

developmental disabilities.)

4. In-house activities (for example,
office work, bulling or classroom
maintenance, working on newsletter).

5. Laying the foundation for new

)61

rviced or programs (for example,
o ganizing a new kind of parent
g up, a bebysitting service, a
recreational program).

6. Supporting a network of services
for the developmentally disabled
(far example, visiting other
facilities, sponsosing joint
meetings, building a coalition,
Ming as a liaison)

7. Laying the foundation, for nel
facilities (for example, creating
a now school; sheltered workshop,
or living facility).

51.9% 21.5 26.9 -37.6%

42.5% 30.5 , 26.9 28.0%,

11.

42.5% 22.7 34.7 26,8%

_.--

' 30.5% 28.2 41.9 11.12

28.9% 24.6 46.Z

,,

27.2%* 25.6 47.1 17.5%

25.62 29.2 45.1 11.52

V _
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Table IR-A

Rice

White

Black

Latino

85.4%

3.4

I N = 321

Table IX-B

Age of rather

19-34

35-49

50-65

35.4%

48.3

16.3

N = 319

Table IX-C
..

Current Relationship to the Natural' Father

of the developmentally disabled child

Married and living together 78.0%

Married but separated 2.9

Divorced 11.2

Widowed 3.8

Never married 4.2

N = 313
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Table IX-D

Current Marital Status

Single (widowed, divorced, separated,,
never married)

- /

,Married

13.8%

86.2

N.= 925

1 Table LX-E

Religious Preference

Protestant 53.7%

Roman Cathblic 36.1

Jewish'. 4.1

No religious beliefs' 4.1
N = 315

. Table IX=F

Political Preference

Liberal Democrat 7.2%

Moderate Democrat 28.1

Moderate,Republican = 13.7

Conservative Republican 10.1

Independent 40.8,

N=306.
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Table IX-G

Yearly Family Income

Less than $15,000 _

$15-25,000
1

Over $25,000

33.1%

39.0

27.9

N * 308

Table IX-H

Mother's Employinent

Not emplojed outside the home /51.8%

Employed full-time at one job. 27.3

Employed part-time at one job. 20.9

N me 311

Table IX-I

X.\

Mother's Education

Less than high school 19.8%

High school graduate 32.8

Some college dt special career
training 1 31.2

College graduate 164

N = 323
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Own

Rent.

Rome Ownership

77.6%

22.4

N 322

Family moved to new community to make
use of certain facilities for III

developmentally disabled child

I Yes

No

13.0%

87.0.

:N.= 324

Ow,

Source of Tuition

CostjJarried entirely by State or

SchodiDistrict 90.5%

Family pays part of cost 9.5

326


